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-· 0PTNION 
SfATE.UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT BUFFALO SCHOOL OF LAW 
.. .. 
l:Jse Of -Nuclear Weapons Violates lnt'l Law 
··. ·lntroduction ·by an International lawyer and will the legal basis for this opinion l!Pheld a proud traditio.n of nu.clear weapons cannot be 
Profeaor Vlrsinii A. Leary soon accept .the invitation to and is an excellent statem~nt social activism in the public in==­ judged solely by the existence 
. join the Consultative Council. I regarding nuclear weapons . in terest. The abolition o.f sla".ery, or non-existence of a treaty 
-The request. by_the Epitor of . intend to be active in educating international law. International women's suffrage and the right specifically prohibiting or 
The Opinion to contribute . to myself and others ·concerning . law alone may not provide for­ of labor to organize cnl were restricting their use. Any 
' the special issue devoted to legal 'questions raised by midal,le inhibition for the use -hard-fot1ght battles in which reasonable analysis must take 
military and nuclear policy ar.- nuclear weapons policies. The_ of such weapons, but as attorneys played · a significant into consideration all the 
rived ·at an appropriate mo- Lawyers Commitee is compos­ Richard Falk has ·pointed out, role. 'In recent years, lawyers recognized sources of interna­
ment: Several weeks ago · I ed primarily of international "as part of a broad public effort have fought for civil rights and tional law - treaties, custom, 
received an invitation. to join law professors ,nd s·cholars. I to resist the ·dri.ft toward liberties, were instrumental in general. principles of law and 
the Consultative Council of the ,, have since ,learned of 1he nuclear catastrophe it may play developing the le_gal judicial decisions. Of par­
Lawyers Committee on Nuclear Lawyers Alliance ,for Nuclear a useful role." arguments in ' opposition to ticular-relevance in evaluating 
Policy. The letter of if)vitation Arms '<=o]'ltrol ·which : t:,as- a U.S. involvement in Vietnam nuclear weapons are the many 
explained that tlie "Lawyers, num~r ·"f local chapters · "Nuclear Weapons are Il­ and provided legal assistance treaties and conventions that 
Committee was formed by throughout the United States legal" by Elliot L. Meyrowitz to the opponents of the war. limit the use of weapons in 
lawyers and legal scholars who and addresses-' itself to the (adapted · from Falk and During the past decade, war, the fundamental1 distinc­
are concerned about the threat broader legal community - Sanderson, Nuclear Weapons lawyers have been prominent tion between combatant and 
of ·nuclear wa·r and the not only to international and International Law, Center in the struggle for consumer non-combat-ant and the 
catastrophic consequences lawyers. There ,may be other of International Studies of rights and environmental pro­ humanitarian principles that 
should nuclear weapons ever lawyers' organitations concern­ Princeton University. Publish­ tection. may prohibit the use of 
be used. The purpose of the ed with nuclear weapons ques­ ed in California Lawyer, The Policymakers and private weapons and tactics that are 
group is to initiate a dialogue tions which have not come to .State Bar of California, Vol. 2, citizens alike share a prevail­ especially cruel and cause un­
on the legal status of nuclear my attention. · No. 4, April 1982). ing belief that nuclear necessary suffering. A review 
weapons under international The editor of The Opinion -Are nuclear weapons illegal weapons are legal. The official of these basic principles and 
law: By subjecting the basic asked· me to contribute an- arti­ under international law? Since position of the United States, documents supports the con­
a ssump t ions · of nuclear cle to this issue on the subject 1945, this question seldom has as found in its military . clusion that the threat or use 
weapons policies to critical of the legality of nuclear been addressed by the manuals, is that a nation may of muclear weapons pursuant 
legal scrutiny, we (the Lawyers weapons under existing interna- American legal community. In­ do whatever it is not expressly to a doctrine of massive 
.Committee) believe that we can tional law. During my recent deed, lawyers quietly have forbidden from doing . retaliation, mutual assured 
contribute significantly to the reading on the subject I had disengaged themselves from Therefore, the reasoning goes, destruction, counterforce or 
present debate •about nuclear come across several excellent the debate about nuclear since international law has not limited nuclear war is illegal 
weapons." articles and decided rather to weapons. generated a duly ratified treaty under international law. 
A number of international ~uggest that he reµ,rint _the For lawyers to remain silent banning nuclear weapons, Ever since the Declaration 
law professors are members of following article by Elliot L. on an issue of such overriding there is no foundation for con­ of ·St, Petersburg of 1868, the 
the Council and I had decided Meyrowtiz, a lawyer and ex­ importance is iron.ic: tending tbat nuclear weapons principles of humanity have 
- when time was available - ecutive director of the New Throughou.t American history, are illegal or prohibited. been asserted as a legal con­
to read thro'l.lgh the various ar- York ·City-based Lawyers 'Com­ I.awyers in particular have However, the legality of straint upon military necessity. 
ticles sent to me relating to the mittee· on Nuclear Policy. continued on page 6 
legality of nuclear warfare The Lawyers Committee Rep. Downey Criticizes Reagan
under international law. I have takes the position "that interna­
now ·done so. My. field o1 tional law, which already pro­ For His Untruthful Statementsspecialization is not the laws of hibits the use of weapons and 
war and I h~ successfully tactics which cause wanton- Editor's 'Note: The following ex­ House of Representatives which we, not the Soviets, have been 
placed at the back of my agen- and indiscriminate destruction cerpts · of remarks are taken continually pressing the leading edge 
of technology; in almost all ca,ses, the
' da a consideration of the'legali- , and unnecessary ,suffering for from the ,Congressional Record, Wednesday, December 1, 1982 Soviets have merely followed in ourtsr of nuclear war. I am grateful innocent civilians, makes the Dec. 1, 1982, pp. E4807-4809 - footsteps . are ofThese some the 
to the Lawyers Committee for threat of use and use of nuclear Extensions of Remarks. • Mr. DOWNEY. Mr Speaker, specific steps we have taken in the 
having brought the problem to weapons unlawful." The article Hon. Thomas J. Downey on November 22, President course of the strategic arms race: 
the forefront of ,mv concern as below. by Meyrowitz. deve{ops of C{ew York in the Reagan took to the airwaves to Submarine-launched missiles 
, · · · , announce his support for _the 
(1) Completed deployme.nt of 41 ad­
vanced ballistic missile submarines of The History Behind The MX:~~=~~:r:::c:;;E~~~~ George Washington, Ethan ·Allen, and 
Lafeyette classes. by Charles A. Haynie time, there has existed a signifi- Massive Retaliation detail during the coming days; (2) Launched four still quieter and
Tolstoy College (F) cant · political-technological America is the only country it is not r:ny purpose to belabor more advanced Ohio class submarines. 
crisis that centers on the fun- that has used nuclear weapons that point today. But in the (3) Deployed three versions of the 
On Monday, April 11 the da~ental questions of our against an en.emy, in process of making his case for Polaris submarine-launched ballistic 
missile. This was the world 's firstPresident's Commission on time: What is the p1,,1rpose of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in Densepack, he described the 
underwater-launched ballistic missile. Strategic forces submitted its our strategic nuclear forces - August 1945, in an apparently relative strength of United It was also the world's first solid-fuel 
report on the MX and arms deterrence pr _fighting a pro- successful attempt to terrorize Staes and Soviet strategic 'SLBM, and except for a single ship 
control. They recommended, tracted nuclear war? the civilian population into forces in terms which were equipped with their unsuccessful 
SSN-17, the Soviets have yet to deploynot surprisingly, that 100 MX For most people, the ·con- surrender. As a result of this, misleading and inaccurate on 
a solid-fuel SLBM.Missiles each armed with ten troversy sounds a lot like the Russians could see what numerous counts. (4) Replaced the Polaris missi les with 
warh'eads be placed in existing peace versus war; they choose lay in store for them were they So that my colleagues may the Poseidon - the world's first 
Minuteman silos in the im­ th~ir sides and vote according- to incur the wrath of the have an explicit factual multiple-warhead (MIRV) SLBM by a 
mediate future, and that the ly, arid that's that. But it is not United States after the War.· background on which to margin of 8 years. (5) Replaced one third of theU.S. government undertake the so simple. This article attempts America had the A-bomb, evaluate President Reagan's Poseidon SLBMs with the larger yield,
long-term developmer;it a to explain what .technical, the whole world knew exactly claims, here is a point-by-point ·of longer range Trident I. 
· ch~ap single-warhead missile historical and political realities how well it worked, and. that discussion of them: (6) Begun deployment of the Trident 
in the decade ahead. These lie behind the present crisis. In we could use it; furthermore, I missile in the Trident ship. 
two recommendations con­ order to understand today's at the end of the War, we had 1 . THE MEANING OF DETERRENCE Air-breathing weapo.'ls 
tradict one another. crisis, one must go back into bases all around Russia, with President Reagan: "This nation's (7) Completed deployment of the 
In 1979, -the Carter Ad­ the past and s· how things long-range B-29s ready to military has always B-52 bomber force . To this day, theee objective 
·ministration proposed a plan have stood between Russia str1ke out if necessary with been... deterrence (which) is a matter B-52 carries a heavier payload over 
to rotate 200 MX missiles in and America in terms of the atomic weapons. The Russians of other knowing that standing conflict longer range than any operational 
· 4,600 concrete silos out in the balance of strategic forces, had no bases on Ol!r,perimeter, \YOUld be more costly to them than Soviet bomber. 
anything they might hope to gain." (8) Completed deployment of thebecause every change, every no intercontinental bombers,Nevada desert. This was fact Here Mr. Reagan is precisely FM-111A strategic bomber. With its ful­
defeated by criti,s who show­ new develop·ment occurs in and no deliverabfe atomic correct. If his words and deeds were ly automatic terrain-following radar 
ed how it would be vulnerable the context of an on-going iri­ consonant with this principle, the na­ and escape capsule, it remains moreCOfltinued on page 10 
tion would be well served. advanced than any deployed Sovietto• ,enemy attack: Since that teration of forces . Unfortunately, this has not always bomber. 
been the case. Many of his words, in, (9) Completed deployment of the 
clu.ding those in the speech now under Short Range Attack Missile (SRAM), 
discussion, · seem to try to ,tell the carried by both B-52s and FM-111As. 
Soviet Union that he believes us to be This missile, for which the Soviets have 
, nfer.ior, that he lacks confidence in no counterpart, is for practical pur· 
our own military strength, and that poses immune to any known or ex­
therefore the Soviets can gain from pected defense. With its very high 
starting ·a conflict because we will not supersonic speed and very small radar 
fight back . To thus denigrate U.S. image, it frees our bombers from the 
·m'ilitary strength is both a disservice to need to overfly their targets. 
truth and a highly ris~y position for any (10) Progressively upgraded and 
President to take, i_n that it encourages modernized the technoloay of the B-52 
• Soviet auression. I am unable to see electronics, although not to the limits 
what Mr. Reagan believes the nation of today's technology. 
can gain fr,om his creation of this na­ (11) Begun deployment of the super­
tional security risk . accurate, long range strategic Air Laun­
ched Cruise Missile (ALCM), which is \ 
2. THE ARMS RACE many years more advanced than any 
,. Soviet cruise missile. 
President Reagan: "The truth is that (12) Equipped the B-52s with devices 
white the Soviet Union has raced, we for simultaneous quick-engine start. 
have not." 
Fact: During the 20-year period 'con­ Intercontinental ballistic missiles 
sidered by the ' Presiden~. we have . (IC~Ms) 
Jenaaaed in a massive arms ~•ce in continued on page 13 
,. _.,___, war to attenJ:f ,ourj 4 ,, -
spending which prevents theCommitment To Civil Disobedience. distribution of food to starving 
Doonsbury 
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ing responsibility for one's ownby Paul Laub ing not only the destruc- conflict resolution obsolete; 
tiveness but also the likelihood now mutual annihilation could 
Paul Laub is a 21 year old of war. Our President has likely replace resolution. Thus, 
biochemistry major here at 
SUNYAB and is an active 
member of the Western New 
Yori< Peace Center. This article 
is Paul's statement why he has 
refused to register for the draft, 
currently a crime punishable by 
a maximum $10,000 fine and 
five years imprisonment. 
- When I peer through a 
microscope into one of the 
many small plastic flasks in 
which I am growing mouse 
connective tissue cells, I ex-
perience a sense of awe and 
mystery at the perfection and 
beauty of nature and Life. 
Cells, growing, dying, rounded, 
spindle-shaped, fill the field of 
view. And likewise, in William 
Blake's poetic illustration of 
the experience of Life in 
"Songs of Innocence and Ex-
perience" and in my growing 
understanding of how a few 
basic concepts of physics 
begin to define'the functioning. 
of the entire universe, the 
reverence is the same. We 
stand with our noses almost 
touching an impressionistic 
painting, needing only to ·step 
back to witness the unification 
of the seemingly random dabs 
of knowledge into a coherent 
mosaic. 
Intruding into our world of 
subtle m,eaning and 
transcendence is the an-
tithesis, violence and its 
thoughtlessness. Abandoning 
hu·mble respect for all that is 
within us and around us, we 
have, with the more than 
50,000 nuclear weapons now in 
existence, gravely threatened 
our own human Life and the 
ecological balance sustaining . Ethics aside, in conflicts 
it. Unconstrained by adequate where nuclear weapons could 
concern, technology, in mak- be used, the risk of nuclear war 
ing nuclear weapons smaller and its destruction makes the 
and more accurate, is increas- use of violence as a means of 
H-igh Schoolers Cry ''No Nukes'' 
Bridget Fitzgerald is in the 12th 
grade at Mount Mercy 
Academy in South Buffalo. She 
att~nded th~ Rally Against 
Nuclear Weapons on June 12, 
1982 in New York City. Later 
she helped form the No Nukes 
Club at her school and is cur­
rently its president. After 
graduating high school, Bridget 
pl~ns to major in Environmen­
tal Science and study Wildlife 
Management. 
by ~ridget Fit~gerald 
With the 1rowin1 talk and 
pu'1Jk:lty tlvo~about the world 
Ctlft.Cett1ln1 the issue of 
mffltalf in& the arms 
.and the 
mistrust of the Soviet Union, 
concerned students and facul­
ty members at Mount Mercy 
Academy in South' Buffalo 
started the "No Nukes''' Club. 
The club's - purpose is to 
educate the public and its 
membership on the issues at 
hand a.nd to get people active 
in the peace movement. In this 
way, people can form responsi­
ble opinions and take produc­
tive action against the nuclear 
threat. 
The organization star,ed in -
September of 1982 ahd holds 
forf!!al meetings every setond 
Wednesday at 2:35 p.m. in 
Room 19 .-t the Academy. 
Everyone interested is 
welcome inue.
. _, 
recently sought funding for the I cannot cooperate in any way 
" Peacekeeper", 100 missiles with a military force clearly 
having 10 nuclear warheads , preparing for, planning on, and 
each, and the Soviets have 
vowed to respond in kind if 
these MX missiles are 
deployed. Personally, having 
been born in 1961, I am legally 
obligated to register for the 
draft so that I, a health scien-
tist in training, will be ready to 
learn how to kill. 
I am refusing to register for 
the draft at the 'risk of -convic-
tion as a felon and am no 
longer morally able to remain 
secret about my adion . 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki have 
provided us with a glimpse, a 
microcosm of what awaits if. 
our course is not soon chang-
ed. What is needed is extraor-
dinary action guided by the 
deepest-of our motivations -
God, conscience, the Inner 
Light. 
I have rejected the option of 
seeking conscientious objector 
status because, by cooperating 
with Selective Service in 
registering now and hoping 
(with no certainty by any 
means) for a CO classification 
when inducted, one is relin­
quishing one major opportuni­
ty to express · dissent now, 
when time is crucial. More 
. seriously , merely by 
cooperating in seeking a 
privileged exemption or defer­
ment one is affirming the 
legitimacy of Selective Service 
and helping it to function more 
smoothly in sending others -
including a disproportionately 
large number of minorities and 
poor people - involuntarily 
off to war. 
• by Garry Trudeau 
------------, ,,,,~-­MAi:1116/ frS 
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meetings and other activities. 
The c!ub does presentations, 
sponsors films and attends the 
organized .demonstrations (of 
' interest to members) which are 
sponsored by the Peace Move­
ment and the Anti-nuclear 
organizations. 
It is the basic concern of our" 
members that weapons create 
~n ,uncertain future for young 
people , and these same 
weapons are dedicated to the 
destruction of human life. We 
no longer view nuclear bombs 
as a deterrent; they· are an im­
moral menace to life itself and 
the insanity that produces 
them or seelis their justifica­
tion must end if life is to con-
threatening the initiation of 
nuclear war. . 
Instead of complying with 
what we cannot be a part of, 
many people have chosen . to 
violate openly the Selec~1ve 
Service- ,law by refusing 
cooperation. In contrast to_ the 
means of action of the United 
States and the Soviet Unio~, 
the two nations most responsI­
ble for the nuclear threat, we 
act without secrecy, n_on­
violently, and nondestructive­
ly. In doing so, we are not only 
creating controversy in hope 
of making the government 
reconsider its policy, but also 
. depriving it of the bodies and 
dollars (in the case of war tax 
resistance) needed to make its 
policy work. Civil disobe­
dience of this type done open­
ly and nonvi0lently can benefit 
democracy 'b'y providing an 
avenue of extrem~ dissent 
toward a particular policy 
while still respecting the 
government's legitimacy. . 
Ultimately, the issue is tak-
Inner Logic of MADness 
Editor's Note: How many of us 
have wondered just what goes 
on inside the heads of military 
planners? But few of us have 
ev_er wondered what goes on in­
side the head of a political 
scientist wondering about what 
goes on inside the head of a 
defense ana-lyst. Cease your 
wondering and read this. 
by Jerome Slater 
Dept. of Political Science 
Recently I had the oppor-
actions even if it means 
violating law. The requirement 
that we assume responsibility, 
stated as one of the principal 
conclusions of the Nuremberg· 
Nazi war criminals trials, em­
bodies the importance of ac­
ting in accordance with the 
dictates of conscience. Where 
law and conscience conflict, 
we should take Thoreau's ad­
vice and " be men (and women) 
first, and subjects afterwards." 
Undeserved suffering resulting 
from following the conscience 
could serve to strengthen in• 
dividual will ana commitment 
and would certainly be small 
in comparison to the suffering 
of nuclear war, happening 
perhaps because we let it hap­
pen. 
I believe that civil disobe­
dience is much more than only 
a tactic; it illustrates a new ap­
proach to conflict. In a society 
where domination, coercion, 
antl exploitation are so 
1 ingrained in our mode ·of 
thinking, the openness and re­
jection of violence implicit in 
civil disobedience serve at 
least to remind us how human 
even our most despised adver­
saries are. 
tunity to speak with a senior 
member of ,~he Reagan Ad-
.ministration responsible for 
the development of American 
national security policy. I ask­
ed him to explain the Ad­
ministration's nuclear policies, 
and in particular why it was op­
posed to the freeze. I here 
report his response. 
"We in the government are 
greatly alarmed at the current 
movement for a nuclear 
freeze, and we . feel you need 
to understand why, far from 
already having sufficient 
nuclear forces, the United 
States must undertake a vas·t 
program of nuclear rearma­
ment. First, it is necessary to 
understand the basic structure 
of our current strategic 
posture, which is 'mutual 
assured destruction.' Lately, 
critics of mutual assured 
destructio,:, have become fond 
of the acronym 'MAO;' for 
brevity's sake I will adopt this 
acronym, but of course with­
out the pejorative connota­
tiQl"ls. MAD was founded in the 
late 1950's and early 1960's: At 
that time it was decided that 
we should ·design a nuclear 
force that would be'capable of 
deterrina ,any Soviet attack 
against either Europe or the 
United Sta~s itself so Iona as 
Soviet leaders remained even 
minimally ration,lll. The key 
assumption of our analysis was 
that an American force that 
To the Editor: 
kids and 
picture." 
Moms Rush 
For Peace 
"I was doing the best damn 
job I possibly could raising my 
suddenly 'realized 
that I wasn't getting the~hole 
The Orchard Park Orga,niza­
tion for Nuclear Disarmament 
is a group of mothers of young 
children who are committed to 
making the world a secure and 
hopeful place for o·ur kids to 
inherit and to discouraging the 
wasteful and immoral defense 
cli(ldren. It started as a classic 
"supermarket exl:)erience" -
two mothers sharing the over­
whelm tng concern of the 
nuclear threat and the frustra­
tion of believing they could 
have no influence on the 
policymakers. But they com­
niit~ed to do wha.t they could. 
The most d•fficult of all was 
coming to grips with feelings 
of fear which are so much 
easier to avoid. Feelings are 
put into action through 
reading and book discussion, 
slide 'presentations, guest­
speakers ·and movies which are 
offered to the public of the Or­
chard Park area. 
Members collected hun­
dreds of pro,sy forms and 
·presented them to our senators 
and congressmen last month 
and are actively involved in 
letter writing and telephone 
campaigns to stop the build-up 
apd support a long overdue 
and critically needed nuclear 
weapons freeze. 
OPONO is a small but active 
group of private citizens who. 
wish for a safe wor!d to raise 
their children. 
Suzanne Agnello 
Orchard Park Organization for 
Nuclear Disarmament 
would kill at least 25% of the 
Soviet population and destroy 
50% of its industrial capacity 
would meet this criteria. The 
figures may seem somewhat 
arbitrary, but they were based 
on the fact -that the Soviet 
Union in World War I.I ac­
ce,u.ted some 20 million deaths 
ancl widespread devastation, 
yet survived and recovered to 
become a superpower in rather 
short order. Computer 'analysis 
demonstrated that some .300 
U.S. nuclear warheads impac­
ting on Soviet targets would 
provide the requ.ired 'assured . 
destruction.' 0~ .course, this 
was perhaps a somewhat con­
servative assessment, since 
some analyses showed that 300 
well-placed ·war,heads would 
,kill -one-third of the Soviet 
population ~nd destroy .up to 
75% of its industry. Moreover, 
it must~ be admitted, , this 
destruction would result from 
only the immediate effects .of 
nuclear attack - blast, fire, 
short-term fall out; in rearity, 
of course, there would ~ con­
siderable bonus ,damaae from 
the lonaer-term effects of star; 
vation, disease, exposure, 
radiation, poisonlna, economic 
breakdown, social df1or1aniz­
tlon, and ·the like. But MAD 
str,atealsts rlshtly lanored 
the,e bonus effects, for in . 
calculatlna the answer to the 
centrail problem of deterrence 
I • continued on pa,e 14 
The NaVY's View: Y.oU can't Trust the Russians 
I A Freeze· Threatens Editor's Note: Tffe 'following Zumwalt: ''✓ Freeze 
. two articles first appeared in 
<Dur Nation'S Security' ~;;;.~~~:,:7n'7~:-;:;: Cannot Be Enforced" 
ty. 
by .Capt. J.F. Kelly Jr., USN 
Proponents of ·a nuclear 
freeze, flushed with election 
day successes, are now ponder­
ing their next moves. Nearly· 30 
percent of · the nation's elec­
torate in nine states cast 
ballots on November 2 that 
contained some form of 
nuclear freeze init.iative. The 
result was a decisive show of 
·public show of public senti­
ment favoring a freeze. Less 
decisive, perhaps, is any notion 
of what to do about it. 
It is easy enough, I suppos!:!, 
to gener.ate popular support 
for a freeze. Favoring it is 
(ather like being for "peace" 
or "justice" or "liberty". It 
sounds so right that it much be 
s_omehow evil to oppose it. It is 
the sort of cause that cautious 
politicians hasten to espouse 
because it is safe. 
Jt is a politically risk-free 
cause because it is so general 
and broad. One can stand 
behind its banner ancj benefit 
by the growing grass-roots sup-
·port of the freeze movement 
while still ,hanging on to some 
comfortable caveats, such as 
th~ •need · for a mutual 
verifiable freeze. There's the 
rub, of coutse. 
BuCwhat comes next, now 
that the voters have spoken? 
There will be resolutions 
drafted by state legislatures, 
meaningless to be sure but 
useful for letting off steam. 
The vote will .be ·taken as a 
mandate by groups who will 
now demand action of the ad-
minj_stration. Exactly what ac-
tion will be unclear, but it most 
likely w.ill center around some 
initiative or proposal to the 
Soviets. 
The movement will -blossom 
on the campuses and, for sheer 
emotion, will surpass the zeal 
and passion of the anti-
Vietnam demonstrat-ionsiof the 
late.-'60s and early '70s. There 
will be student rallies for an 
"end to nuclear madness" and 
there will be teach-ins and 
------------~ 
vigils by concerned faculty 
and scientists. Scholars need a 
political and moral cause -to 
.enliven the .education process, 
you know. 
Their efforts will be fondly 
viewed by the. Soviets who are 
warm to the idea of a nuclear 
free;ze, but decidedly cool on 
Reagan proposals for phased 
mutual reductions in nuclear . 
arms levels. ' 
And why is Moscow recep­
tive to a freeze and hostile 
toward a reduction? It is clear­
ly not because of the clamor 
being raised in the streets by 
the Soviet citizenry or a firm 
stand by the Soviet press for an 
end to the nuclear race. It is 
because of the clear and un­
mistakeable advantage which 
the Soviets perceive in preserv­
1ng the status quo. Which, of 
course, explains their . en­
thusiastic support of the 
American freeze movement. 
Indeed, the three greates.t gifts 
to the Soviet Union in recent 
r-------.......---,----'--------------------c:o:,::n.:,:tin:,::u:::e::d_::o::,:n.::,p:ag~e:_:6~ 
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Doves & Soviets: Hinder Peace 
Editor's Note: This article, 
originally appearing in the NEW 
YORK . TIMES, March 21, 1983. 
. 
by ,William Safire 
, . . ~<?.~,DON :-;-, ~ serie,s of s~n-
·number of mis~iles on each 
side :._ a proposal that the Rus-
sians have scorned in advance. 
:3. The doves in Congress are 
weakening the U.S. position in 
several ways. In the House a 
freeze proposal that would 
suit the. Russians fine is on t~e 
verge _ of passaae. In t~e 
s16le arms· control proposals Senate, soft-liners who canribt 
made by the Reagan Ad- -muster the votes for ·a freeze 
ministration ,- to eliminate have substituted an attack' on 
theater nuclear weapons from the President's choice for arms 
Europe, or to make East and ·control administrator, Am-
West equal - is under attack bassador Kenneth Adelman. 
on three fronts: from the Rus- Not since the rejection of Ad-
Larry Pressler and Paul 
Tsongas. Fiaht it out .in public. 
Next, let our European 
friends know that decoupling 
prevention is not a selective 
proposition. We will reamin 
closely coupled with them on 
forces stationed in Europe so 
_long as they remain coupled 
with us in· negotiating .genuine' 
nuclear arms reduction in 
Europe. That means encourag-
ing us, not harassing us, _as we 
deal directly with the Russians. 
We do not need bureaucrats is-
suing statements about "in-
sians, from mc;,st of our allies· miral Louis Straus in the · terim solutians" that make it 
and from doves in the U.S. Eisenhower era has there been more difficult to get any solu-
Congress, . .Sl:lch a·mearv-spirited senatorial ·tion at all . 
_1 •. Th~ ~uss,ans ha~e p~t ,attempt to deny the President . Third; redouble our "public 
m1ss1les in place that imperil :the man he chooses to carry diplomacy" campa_ign at home 
.every European cit_y as w~II ~s :out his policy. and abroad. we are rjght about 
the 330,000 U.S. troops . m But blocking hal'd-1 iner . the zero option; therein fies the 
~urope. !<:> o~r plans for_restor- A9_elman is not enough for the only safety for Europe's 
mg equilibrium through the unilateral disarmers (who keep population and the test of 
1e01oval of their missiles or the mumbli!'lg ,hawkish words. like Soviet sincerity. The notion 
deployment of our own, they "verifiable" and "mutual" to that we must negotiate with 
have put forward a deliberate- coneeal their concessions). ourselves in the face of 
ly insulting and nonsedous pro- They are now going after_Gen. stonewalling-by the Russians is 
posal to count the nuclear Ed Rowney, the profoundly ex- self-deafeting; their decoupl-
weapons of the French and the perienced, Russian-speaking ing charade shoufd be dismiss-
Bri~ish - as if those weapons negotiator of our strategic ed with deserved disdain and 
were a counterweight to th~ re- arms talks. It seems - that its meaning made · clear to 
.c;ent Russian escalation. General ~owney passed on to Europeans who appreciate the 
The purpose .of that trick, Ambassador Adelman a point presence of U.S. troops. 
,and the reason that not even sheet prepared for him con- Finally, when the Reagan
1
. the most timorous of the Euro- taining a too-frank evaluation men have finished bickering 
:peans will fall for, is that such of the people now in the .arms .with the Congress and have 
a plan wo1,1ld "decouple" the co·ntrol agencies; dovish more resolute support in 1--
U.S. from European defense . . senators are fearful of a Europe, we should proceed to 
American nuclear weapons in housecleaning similar to the deal only with a .serious·Sovi!=!t 
NATO·must face the weapons "Warnke purge" of 1977, when response. If there is just more 
of the other superpower on an realists were swept out of ·the decoupling foolishness, we 
equal basis. Either there is to .agency by the, triumphant should deal with that 
be an American theater deter- Carterites. · nonresponse. • 
· rent or there is not; 'the Soviet Under this three-pronged How? By putting in the 
attempt to split the alliance is jabbing - from contemptuous countervailing force in Europe. 
a transparent ploy. Russians, hand-wrinaing NATO By showing we are able to 
•· 2. The Europeans like the bureaucrats and a saft-core compete in the arms race they 
U.S. "zero-option" idea and Conaress - what should the have been provoking. By 
recognize the Soviet counter Reagan Adminis"tration do? presentina a more united front 
as a trick. However, instead of First accept the senatorial to the rJ10nolith run.by Mr: An• 
demandina that Moscow make cha//e~ge for what it is: .an at- dropoy. . . 
a serious counterproposal, tempt by Democrats to reverse When the Russians see no 
NATO" is now su1111estin11 that the 1980 election on the SALT weakn~sses to be exploited 
because the Russians won't ac- lssu·e. Instead ·of allowina the they will bealn to deal with our 
c;,pt the zerQ optioo, there nominee to be ·nibbled to strenaths. Then we can do 
l nust be 5.9methin1 ~rong ,wjth death in c;loakrqoms, make business,, replttcina, talk of 
. 1,our off.er . .So they,are pressur- ·Ken Adelma~ av,ilable for freezes with dismantlina of 
lna_u,s to_hur~.(up wit~ a.fl , "In- teJevi~ed deb~tes wit~ ~is pr~n- weapons. There has. never been 
ter1m offer' ' of a I certain c:ip,J tormentors, Senfttors , any otherJlt•Y· 
-l . ,. ; , , , , , , • • • 
by Elmo Zumwalt and 
Worth Bagley 
Nine states took the issue of 
a nuclear freeze directly to the 
people during the November 
elections. In all but one state, 
the pro-nuclear freeze position 
won . There is qne major 
similarity between those who 
support the nuclear freeze and 
those who oppose it: They both 
seek to prevent nuclear war. 
The difference - between the 
two groups is in the perception 
of how best to achieve that ob-
jective. · 
The supporters of the 
nuclear freeze believe the pro­
liferation of nuclear weapons 
can be curtailed by mutual 
agreement among the various 
nations that have the capabili­
ty to develop such weapons. It 
is difficult to envision how 
such an agreement can be 
worked out among nations 
that have been unable to agree 
on less complex issues. Assum­
ing such an agreement could, 
however, be worked out, it is 
naive to believe that all 
signatories of such an agree­
ment would abide by such a 
document. 
Irrefutably, the Soviets have 
manipula.ted previous 
agreements entered into with 
the United States in order to 
curtail U.S. military develop-
ment prohibited by the treaty 
in question while clandestinely 
continuing .to enhance similar 
milit·ary capability for 
themselves. The fatal flaw of 
the pro-freeze · movement is 
that it assumes that the reins of 
Soviet government are control-
ed by men who will honor 
agreements - a dangerous 
assumption concerning a coun-
try whos·e people have no con-
trol over who their next leader 
will be. 
As a representative involved 
in the disarmament talks in 
Geneva in 1962, one of the 
authors wa given a firsthand 
opportunity to gain an insight 
into the mindset of Soviet 
leaders. At one point the 
, representative listened to an 
impassioned speech from Am-
bassador Zorin, who headed 
the Soviet delegation, sug-
gesting that both sides destroy 
all existing nuclear weapons, 
but with no inspection of the 
destruction permitted. 
During the ensuing coffee 
bre·a~. the author a~proached 
t~e A_mbassador ~.h1le . h~ _was 
standing alone with his inter-
preter and p_resented him ~ith 
t~e !0 11°-Wing hypothetical 
situation: 
"Suppose both si~es a~r~ed 
to destro~ . all their existing 
nuclear weapons and did so in 
good faith. Then, suppose that 
after both sides had destroyed 
their nuclear weapons, the 
Soviet government discovered 
that it had inadvertently 
overlooked 100 nuclear 
missiles. What would the 
Soviet Union then do?" 
, Ambassador Zorin look~d 
around to ensure that no o e 
else was listening before e 
responded through his inter-
P~f ter. •:First," he began, "'!'e 
would inform Y0 U,, we had 
f?l:'nd ~~em. Then, ~e con-
tm~ed, we .~oul~ :deliver our
'ultimatum." 
The opponents of the 
nuclear freeze fear the pro­
spect of a nuclear holocaust as 
muc~ as the supporters of the 
movement do. Their opposi­
tion to the freeze, however, is • 
based on three valid considera­
tions. 
• History has borne out the 
Soviets' true intentions concer­
ning nuclear buildups. After 
the Cuban missile crisis 
brought us to the brink of 
nuclear war, the United States 
imposed a unilateral freeze on 
its strategic nuclear force 
levels to enable the Soviets to 
catch up. 
The rationale behind the 
freeze was that once the 
Soviets gained equality in the 
nuclear arena, both sides 
would be mutually deterred 
from striking the other first. 
Within the first 10 years of the 
unilateral freeze in force 
levels, the Soviets achieved 
equality. They have spent the 
last 10 years steadily increas­
ing the width of the "window 
of vulnerability" that exists to­
day. 
The Soviets demonstrated 
their perception that nuclear 
superiority had shifted in their 
favor in 1973 during the Yorn 
Kippur War, when a Soviet 
ultimatum was delivered to 
the United States demanding 
that we require the Israelis to 
break off their encirclement of 
the Egyptian Third Army or the 
Soviets would go in whether or 
not the United States sought to 
resl~t-We complied. 
• Histor',l has borne out the 
Soviets' true in'tentior,is concer­
ning international agreements. 
Evidence is on record as to 
numerous SALT I and SALT II 
violations. Evidence is now be­
ing produced supporting 
allegations of the use of 
Soviet-developed biological 
and chemical weapons in 
southwest Asia, in violation of 
the 1925. Geneva Protocol and 
the 1972 Biological Warfare 
Convention. The only means of 
ensuring complete compliance 
with nuclear limitation treaties 
is by on-site inspections - a 
verification system which the 
United States has urged, but to 
which the Soviet Union, since 
long before Ambassador Zorin, 
has adamantly refused to 
agree. · · 
• A nuCl~'ar frJeze imposed 
on the United States today by 
international agreement would 
effectively lock us into a per­
manently open " windqw of 
vulnerability" vis-a-vis the 
Soviet Unioo and therefore to 
ac·commodation to continuing 
Soviet expansion. ' . . 
It is imperative that voters 
casting ballots in the future on 
. the question of a nuclear 
freeze have a firm grasp of all 
the sub-issues involved in this 
complex and vitally important 
question. The answer cannot 
simply l;,e based on morality; 
the Soviets publicly support 
morality on nuclear issues 
while immorally violating 
agreements. 
It would be immoral to deny 
modernized ' forces to the 
United -States, which needs 
them as a deterrent aga.inst 
nuclear war amt persuasively, 
to promote arms limitations. 
PEACE WEEK 
Sunday May 2~ --- ·•-Saturday -May 2~ 
S·ponsored ·by . 
r ·he Inte'rfaith Peace Coalition of 
/Buffalo Area ·Metropolitan ·Ministries 
SUNDAY, MAY 22 
12·2 p.m. Simulated FEMA pro­
cedure. regarding emergency 
shelter, in event of nuclear attack. 
Place: Monroe St., Bflo. Sponsor: 
Erie County Freeze Coalition. With 
endorsement of City of Bflo. Com­
mon Council . 
3.5 p.m. PEACE JUBILEE! Festival 
of performing and visual arts. ex· 
ploring " SHALOM" - our common 
unity in peace. Place: Erie Com­
munity College-Downtown Cam­
pus, 121 Ellicott St., Bflo. for info: 
the Rev. Richard Hemann, 30 Erie 
Ave .. Gowanda, NY 14070. Sponsor: 
Peace Education Year-Two Com­
mittee. 
TUESDAY, MAY 24 
6 p.m. Film Festival. For educators, 
parents and others concerned for 
peace. Place: Mt. St. Jos. Academy. 
Sponsor: Educators for Social 
Responsibility. 
7:15 p.m. Examining the ~uclear 
Issue: Citizen Education Workshop. 
Place: Mt. St. Jos. Academy. Spon­
sors': Women's Action for Nuclear 
Disarmament (WAND), Amer. Assn. 
of Univ. Women. Central Presby. 
Church (Bflo.) Women's Assn. , 
Church Women United, Emma 
Bookstore, League of Women 
Voters, Lutheran Church Women, 
YWCA of Bflo. & Erie Cnty., and 
others. 
7:30 p.m. Two Training Seminars on 
Peacemaking. For pastors and chur­
ches. 1) " 1st Steps" for beginners; 
film, War Without Winners . 2) "2nd 
Steps" for teams; with case-studies 
and planning time. Place: Church of 
the Nativity (UCC), 1530 Colvin 
Ave., Kenmore. Sponsor: KenTon 
Peace Pilgrims. 
Time To Be Announced. Disarma­
ment Debate, with Dr. Irwin Cotler 
and Arthur Waskow: Place: To be 
announced. Spcnsor: the Jewish 
Center of Greater Bflo., .Inc. Fun­
ding: Fndtn. for Jewish Philan• 
thropies . 
WEDNESDAY, MAY 25 
7:30 p.m. Nuclear Disarmament 
Seminar. Place: St. Mark's Lutheran 
CHurch (LCA). 576 Delaware Rd., 
Kenmore. Sponsor: Gran-Ken-Ton 
Cluster of the Lutheran Church. 
8:00 p.m. Film, the Last Epidemic, 
and panel discussion. Place: . the 
Meeting House, Williamsville. 
Sponsor: WAND. 
THURSDAY, MAY 26 
8:00 p .m., WORLD PEACE 
CELEBRATION. Speaker: the Rev. 
Dr. Donald W . Shriver, Pres. Union 
Theological Seminary, NYC. Place: 
St. Paul's Episcopal Cathedral, 
Main & Cathedral Pk., Bflo. Spon­
sor: INTERFAITH PEACE COALI· 
TION OF BAMM. 
FRIDAY, MAY 27 
12-5 p.m. Economic Conversion 
Workshop. Leader: Richard Green• 
wood, Asst. to Pres. Wm. W. Win­
pisinger, IAMAW. Place: to be an­
nounced. Sponsors: CSEA, REgion 
VI; IAMAW, Local Lodge 75; Jobs 
Or Income Now (JOIN); USWA, 
Local 593; WNY Coaliti~n for Jobs; 
WNY Peace Center; WNY 
Unemployed Network. 
4:00 p.m. "Waging Peace - Stopp­
ing New Nuclear Weapons": Picket. 
Place: Federal Bldg., Bflo. Sponsors: 
Center for Justice/WNY Peace 
Center. 
8:00 p.m. " Waging Peace" (contd.): 
Education; speaker: representa,tive 
from European Peace Movement. 
Place: St. Anthony's Roman 
Catholic Church, Bflo. Sponsors: 
Center for Justice/WNY Peace 
Center. 
10:00 p.m. "Waging Peace" 
(contd.): All-Night Prayer Vigil. 
Place: To be announced. Sponsors: 
Center for Justice/WNY Peace 
Center. ' 
SATURDAY, MAY 28 
12 Noon PEACE WALK AND RAL­
LY. Music, speakers, festivities and 
the finale of Peace Week. RALLY 
place: Coyer Field, Bflo. State Univ. 
College, Bflo. (entrance, exit via 
Grant St.). Sponsor: the MAY -28 
RALLY COMMITTEE. 
Graduate History 
Association 
presents 
Anti-Censorship 
Film Festival 
IF YOU LOVE 
THIS PLANET 
Academy Award winning Documentary 
labelled 'propaganda' by the U.S. Justice 
·Department 
7:00 p.m. TODAY 
NORTON~WOLDMAN THEATER 
The Opinion 
presents 
, j 
A Film About Military 
Policy &· Nulear ·war 
WAR GAMES 
Banned by f38C Televisio_n Showing 
Tomorrow at 1 :00 p.m. and 5:30 p.m. 
O'BRIAN HALL 
ROOM 108 
Opinion April 20, 1983' · 
n•1i11i,nC qw t .IW h,,,., 
'N f'1 
MOVIE MOVIE 
~; \ ~·-. c.~; . l ..- .1 
Religi0us Goaliti©n Lam"enfs 
Mil'it~uization of America 
by Clergy And Laity Concerned . · . 
Editor's Note: Clergy and Laity a strong foundation of faith in strength, leaving ·out the mostConc~rne,d is a New fork City­ God and the acts of justice 
. import.ant dime-nsion, thebased Qrganizations whose which must reflect that faith . human cost-of it all. 
.work is devoted to·peace and Those who would shift the 
. The security we p_rofess to
economic justice. For further wealth of society away from seek in foreign adventures we 
, · information, write to CALC, 198 human needs are repeating the wil lb$e in 'out decaying.cities. Broadway; N. Y.;- N. Y. 10038. same errors . that · Amos , so · The .bombs in Vietnam explode
Without a bullet. having vehemently condemned. let at home, they destroy the 
been fired, without a bomb 
~ere-· be no mistake' ! / nation :hopes and p_ossibifitie~ for a de­
having been dropped, without that erldlessly ' ch'ocfses ·to cent America . .1, .','. • nation that 
a missile having been launched sacrifice human security in a continues year aher year to The U.8. ca:n~us after a nuclear holocaust: The Buffalo· Mod~/ Survives. 
it can tr1:1thfully be said" that fruitless · quest for military spend more money on military
the arms race_ is already killing superiority ·is on the verge of defense than on programs· ot 
us. This year the nations of the idolatry. ' social isuplift approaching
earth will spend about 550 I spiritual death. The Last '']ust''. ·War 
billion dollars for military pur­ Theft From the Poor The United States may be 
_poses. Even if the tens of Dwight D. Eisenhower blunt- strong, but what is the point of by Ken B;own forbic;Jden to open th_eir bays
thousands of. weapons produc- ly described the tragic trade- .it if the country is-rotting from over factories or military in-
'''ed are left cm 'the · ·shel·h td ' off', of- bread fo/ bombs. as within? : Unless the •Congress "' •f-cfitor's Note: Ken Brown is stallatioll~. the '. Allies cdm­
gather dust there · can be' no theft: can muster a fight, Reagan director of tlie peace studies menced -to , destroy system-
doubt that the arms race will Every gun that is 'made, every plans to spend, over the next program at Manchester Coilege atically Germany's forty-three
continue to exact a terrible warship launched, every rocket five years, 1.5 trillion dollars in North Manchester, Indiana, major cities. 
toll. fired, signifies, in the final on the military. This is a mind- and a member of the Just-war convention ~ eld 
Millions upon millions sense, a theft from those who boggling sum-that perhaps on- Fellowship of Reconcilation's that noncombatants should be 
would die with the launching hunger and are not fed, those ly the poorest can fully ap- nat_ional council. This article is spared whenever possible -
of just a few of the over 50,000 who are cold and not clothed. preciate, for it is they who will reprinted-from Tm PROCRESSIVE, never intentionall"y killed . 
warheads that now exist on the This world in arms in not-spen- ·feel i~s impact the most. It is August 1982. Churchill justified terror bomb-
planet. Some say that the din~ money alone; it is spen- the poor people at the bottom ing , nevertheless, as a 
· human race has been lucky to ding the sweat of its laborers, of the economic ladder, Few Americans know that "supreme emergency"
avoid such a conflagration, but the genius of its scientists, the · especially Blacks, Hispanics, the Allies, and not Hitler, in- measure because Western 
those livipg in poverty with hopes of its childrery. · N~tive Americans, a'nd other troduced terror bombing in CivHization itself was at stake. 
acute needs _can honestly If o,nly Eisenhower and his minority groups, who wHI have World War II . Many of us grew The evil of Nazism had to be . 
..claim that the conflagration successors had taken a stand to live with the dosed down up . remembering Rotterdam, · defeated by any means 
has already come and that it on such a principle! Sadly, his schools and hospita'ls, Warsaw, ·Conventry, and Lon- necessary. 
has been devastating. words of warning· to the unemployment, abandoned don when thinking of that terri- World War II remains in the 
On what bas·is can we claim American people ha,ve fallen buildings, ·drug and alcohol ble time. These Luftwaffe air public mind as an unparalleled
that the arms race is already on deaf ears. In spite of · the abuse, and crinie. raids, however, were either tac- example of a just ·war; one in 
killing people? It is for the sim­ fact that the United States is When we examine Reagan's tical·support or strategic.born- whic:h regrettable but 
ple reason·. that every weap.on the mightiest military power in plans for increased military bings. The attack on Rotter~ necessary means were taken to 
of war that is produced, even if history, 25 million Americans spending from the perspective dam was a mistake; the Dutch bring an immeasureable evil to1 
never used, means that there are malnourished today ,and of the poor -and powerless we had already surrendered, and an end. We had to kill in­
-will be less food on the table, ten million children have never can only conclude, as Pope German pilots, hampered by nocents to stop the killing of 
less available shelter, -fewer seen adoctor. The plight of the Paul did in 1976, that military primitive comm·unications innocents. Michael Walzer of jobs for '. the unemployed, and less-developed nati9ns is.much build-.up "is·· an act of aggres- , systems: missed frantic signals Harvard, in his book, Just and 
1~~],. tlt!eJtt, ~~! _to go around •mor_e -~er!ous an~c: __getti)g sjon-whrt:h amougts.to a crime, t_o scru_b !he !l';~~io_!l. Similarly_,., Unjust Wars, takes t'his view. 
·Even preparing'for ·war results worse. . for evenwne n1they are not us- - the fi~st bombing of London · Walzer believes that Nazi vic­
in uncounted· hu-man Meanwhile, the Pentagon is, ed, by their. cost · alone, ar- was a tactical error. Precision tory was so much a possibility 
casualties. making plans for a whole new maments kill the poor by caus- bombing was impossible in the in the .first years of the war that 
generation of nuclear, ing them to starve." In any at-· . early years of the war, and the vio•lation o·f funamental 
.Robbery and Vfolence chemical · and conventional tempt to -' measure the arms Luftwaffe, aiming at military human rights was justified. 
That military escalation and weapons, the cost of which race this is the bottolli -line: installations in greater London, Temporarily, it was necessary 
poverty are closely related to will be covered by a further death by deprivation is surely , .accidentally hit the city itself to kill innocent people to 
one another, is not an_ew con- shifting of funds from human as heinous as death by force of on A_ugust 24; 1940. defeat Nazism, "evil objec-
cept. The prophets of ancient needs programs to the military. arms. • Nuclear strategists should tified... in c1 form so potent 
Israel, for example, upon seeng Adding insult to the injury is note that obliteration bombing and appar~nt that there could 
the terrible impact of prepara- the sad fact that military spens . The Things That Make for in World War II was born of ac- never have been -anything to 
tions for war in the lives of the ding leads to more unemploy- P.eace cident and miscalculation. do but fight against it." 
poor, cried out again and again ment and inflation than any Jesus described our current Churchill responded to the ac- Volumes have been written 
against ' these same twisted other kind of government ex- plight so well when he .looked cidental bombings of London to describe the incomprehensi­
priorities. · penditure. Some benefit, par- out over Jerusalem and said, by ordering reprisal raids on ble horrors of the Third Reich. 
Listen to the deep sense of ticularly large defense contrac- "Would that even today you Berlin the following week, The importance of shutting 
_divine outrage captured in the tors, but most of us do not. knew the things that" make for Hitler, · outraged, ordered down the death camps of 
·prophetic words of Amos: - The Reagan Administration peace] Bu't now they ar~ hid reprisals to the reprisals, Hitler's "Final Solution" can-
"Assemble yourselves upon has declared an open season fromyoureyes ."(luke19:41-2) although he still hoped for a · not be overestimated , 
the mountains of Samaria, and . on welfare, social security, The city that Jesus wept for is negotiated peace with the although it should be pointed 
see · the great tumu·lts within food stamps, and other forms our city, town or village, a British. The terror bombing of out that the war was not 
her, and see the oppressions. in of public assistance, but the cherished place that now faces noncombatant civilians, in fought to save the Jews and 
her midst. They do not know price tags on the MX Missile, a double.thre.at: destruction by violation of the conventions of other political victims but to 
how to do right," says the Lord, 8-1 Bomber and other new nuclear war or destruction by warfare, set in ~riotion a pro- halt Germa,i ,expansionism. 
1;:piose who store up violence multi-million dollar weapon economic strangulation. We .cess that culminated in the in- Yet pf:ittically no attention 
and. robbery in their systems are .considered too . know that . God ye~rns for cinerations of Dresden, Tokyo, has been given to the moral 
strongholds." (Amos 3:9-1 O) sacred to .tamper with. About justice and peace in this world, Hiroshima, and Nagasaki . and spiritual costs of fighting 
Amos announced that •in S40 billion will be cut from this but it is ,difficult to know Scholars have debated the Hitler as we did . In what sense 
choosing to place· their trust in year's social services budget. where to begin· .when we find Allied decision deliberately to did fascism, crushed in Ger­
chariots and - strongholds And this is only the beginning, ourselves confronted by such bomb civilian rather than many, manifest itself, Phoenix­
Israel's rulers had turned away · for an additional S75 bi.Ilion in overwhelming circumstances. military targets. The British, like, in the soul of the victors 
from God: That many people cuts is planned by 1981. On the We must draw on our heritage, having been driven from the . because we- fought "fire with 
had to suffer so more for- other hand, Reagan-wants to in times such as these, and Continent, had no other offen- fire?" The legacy for .the 
tresses could be built was the increase the military budget by remember the people of faith sive weapons with which to United States is tragic: a per­
most glaring evidence of an average of 9.2% over infla- who have preceded us; people· carry the 'attack to the ·Ger- manently militarized concep­
idolatry that there could be. tion in every year until 1986. It who learn,ed to look, against mans. "The bombers alone " tion of national security; agen­
He did not mance his words: is becoming evident to more impossible odds, for the light Churchill said in 1940; "pr~ cies of covert action and 
For I know 'how many are and mo(e people thilt the of hope in the darkness. vide the means of victory." undemocratic secrecy, prone 
,you[ ·transgressions, and how budget cuts of the New On the, very borders of the Precision bombing was out of to violations of _individual 
great are your sins you who af- Federalism are · j-us{ a promised land Moses had to the question, however; only rights and police-state tactics 
ffict the righteous, and take a smokescreen for what might exhort his people to choose one-third of all bombs dropped incompatible with democracy; 
bribe, and turn aside the needy be more accurately described life rather than death, t~at were falling within five miles a huge, inefficient 
In the gate. (Amos 5:12) as the New Militarism. they and their children m~ght of their targets, and the wrong bureaucracy; militarization of 
, A nation built upon a foun- live. Altho1:1gh they_ often fell cities were even being hit. foreign policy; redirection of 
dation of injustice could not Spiritual Death or Human short; the nation of Israel did The Royal Air Force could resources away from 
long sustain itself, even with Security? choose life with Go~ over not hope to hit military targets humanitarian ends; and the 
the mightiest weapons of war. Fjfteen years ago, during the idolatry. This is a choice that with anything like accuracy, so creation of a large, permanent 
· Israel, declared Amos, had lost , height of the Vietnam War, every ~eneration must make: it readily acc;epted the standing army, staffed, if 1 
fai,th in the savina power fo Martin Luther King, Jr. spoke Those who chQOse to live by - arguments of strategists who necessary, through involuntary 
Cod: - . , · out against the idolatrous the sword may ver well die by thought that Britain could servitude. Fufther, willingness 
What was obvioui to Amos , mindset of Pentagon experts the sword, taking many others defeat Germany ·by destroying to ·bomb innocent populations, · 
is no Jess . i ompelling today. who could onfy understand with them . . those ' who choose the •morale of the people. By born as an emergency tactic in 
' True security must be based on '',security" in terms of military continued on page 11 1942, RAF crews were actue l!r. ()~ :.•-ii' .. ~f:?(l~~ed o~~ge, 15 
April 20, 1983, Opinion Page fi~e 
Use Of Nuclear Weapons \/iolates .TrlFftaw·.. 
continued from page 1 nuclear war, it would be im­
. · It is clear that the use of minimum standard. As fragile groups in other professioris. In 
The declaration embodies the possible to satisfy the re­ nuclear weapons in populated as the laws of war may be, they ddition, lawyers can become 
twin ground rules of the laws quirements of the Gen·eva Con­ areas would result in the in­ must be supported, especially involved selectively in litiga­
of war, that "the right to adopt ventions, just as it would not discriminate and massive in the present setting, in which tion that raises the illegality of 
means of injuring the enemy is be feasible to live up to the slaughter of civilians . the risks to human survival are nuclear weapons as a def~nse. 
not unlimited" and that "the dictates of the Hague Conven­ Moreover, even if nuclear so great. The Lawyers Committee on 
only legitimate object which tions - both of which are in­ weapons were used only Furthermore, nuclear Nuclear Policy has established 
States should endeavor to ac- tended to ensure the survival against an enemy's strategic weapons not only are incom­ a speakers' bureau whose 
members lecture at univer­complish during war is to of all societies involved in arm­ nuclear forces, the anihilation patible with the fundamentla 
weaken the military forces of ed conflict. and extermination of the rules of international law and sities around the country, and 
the enemy." Following logical- Furthermore, restraints on civilian population would be prevailing morality, but also it is cosponsoring a conference 
ly fr<~m the requirement that the conduct of hostilities tradi­ inevitable. As the experiences the development, possession on international ·law .and 
nuclear we~pons that will takeweapons must be used seJec- tionally are not limited to of Hiroshima and 'Nagasaki. and · -~~~pyment of nu.c_lear 
place this June in Geneva,tively and only against military those given explicit voice in amply demonstrate, the weapon's s·ubvert the trad1t1ons 
Switzerland. The committeetargets is the commitment to specific treaty stipulations. awesome , effects of nuclear and structure of democratic 
also has launched an outreachprotect civilians. The concept Since war technology is evolv­ weapons cannot be limited to society. When the essential 
ttiat "the civilian population ing and changing continuously, military targets . Consequently, founpation for our security campaign to provide informa­
never can be regarded as a the 1907 Hague Conventions the use of nuclear weapons rests upon a logic that has the tion to lawyers interested in 
becoming active in the fightmilitary object" is "the very regulations · also contain a would result in the com(Tlission potential for destroying our 
basis of the whole law of war." general rule, known as the of war crimes on an enormous population, ·democracy no against nuclear weaporis. 
Reducing the likelihood ofSince nuclear warheads cannot Martens Clause, intended for scale. To assume the legality longer exists. The discretion to 
nuclear war obviously must' bedifferentiate between military application in those situations of a weapon expressly design­ launch a nuclear war gives our 
the highest priority of. 04r pro­and non-military targets, the in which no specific treaty rule ed to terrorize •and to destroy . political leader.s,a control over 
human destiny that fession . The demand for an ef­fundamental distinction bet- exists to prohibit a new type of an entire civilian population no tyrant 
- however despotic - ever fective international legalween combatant and non- weapon or tactic . In such would make meaningless the 
structure no longer seems quix-combatant becomes mean- cases, the rule states: "The 1n­ entire effort to limit combat has claimed. In short, the very 
ingless. habitants and the belligerents through the laws of war. nature of nuclear war destroys otic - it is an absolute re­
quirement for global survival.A basic source of the laws of remain under the protection Global "survivability" is so all of the values that the law 
war are the Hague Conven- and the rule of the principles elementaf that a prohibition obligates us to preserve. There can be no more ap­
Lawyers can help convey to propriate goal for the interna­tions of 1907, particularly the of the laws of nations, as they against nuclear weapons 
regulations embodied in result from the usages reasonably can be inferred the public a persuasive legal tional legal community than to 
argument against nuclear prevent the arbitrary violencf-1- -Hague Convention IV. These established among civilized from the existing laws of war. 
regulations are recognized as peoples, from the laws of To conclude differently would weapons by organizing of nuclear weapons. Were the 
"the foundation stones of the humanity and the dictates of be to ignore the barbaric meetings, seminars and sym­ American legal community to 
modern law of armed public conscience." Hence, character of the use of nuclear posia, by publishing artides in fail to confront this issue, it 
conflict." A fundamental tenet the Martens Clause makes it ewapons. As the laws of war newspapers and journals of would forfeit a historic oppor­
of thse regulations is the pro- obligatory that the principles embody the m1n1mum legal and general interest, by tunity to help build a healthy, 
hibition of weapons and tac- of humanity and the dictates demands of decency, exemp­ cosponsoring programs with democratic and peaceful 
tics that cause wanton or in- of public conscience prevail, ting nuclear weapons from professional and scholarly society. 
'discriminate destruc5ion. even if no treaty has been . that body of laws would be organizations and by 
The universally accepted drafted specifically to prohibit abandoning even this cooperating with like-minded 
Geneva Conventions of 1949 a new weapon. 
updated and strengthened the On the basis of the unques-· 
1907 regulations by reaffirm- tioned principles of interna­ ABA Vote Calls For ''Serious'' 
ing the distinction between tional law enumerated here, 
combatant and non- the United Nations repeatedly 
combatant. In particular, the has condemned the · 4se of Talks Between US/USSR
Convention on "The Protection nuclear weapons as an "inter­
came after the group spent
of Civilian Persons in Time of national crime." In 1961, the C!\lling on the United StatesEditor's note: The following ar­ n«;!arly four l;lo,ur~ ,debating War" imposes additional General Assembly declared in and: other countries to• pursue t ic/e appe'ared'' In °THE some of the rules, which havedetailed obligations on all Resolution 1653 (VI) that "any 
on "serio.us and sustained negotia­WASHINGTON PosT Wednes­ stirred a bitter fight amongbelligerents to ensure the State using nuclear or ther­ tion" and to prevent the fur­day, August 11, 1982. various factions.essential requirements for the monuclear weapons is to be ther spread of nuclear 
health, safety and sustenance considered as violating the The cautiously worded weapons. 
of the civilian population. Charter of the United Nations, by Steven Pressman nuclear arms resolution stop­The ABA House ofGiven the evidence developed as acting contrary to the law of Special to The Washington Post ped short of endorsing a freezeDelegates, meeting here forby physicians and scientists as humanity, and as committing a or unilateral reducation .the bar's annual convention, Nonetheless, the measure plac­to the medical and en- crime against mankind · and SAN FRANCISCO, Aug. 10 also voted early this evening to ed the 280,000-member ABAvironmental consequences of civilization." That resolution - The American Bar Associa­ put off until February a deci­
nuclear weapons, it is clear subsequently was reaffirmed tion added its voice to the On record for the first time insion on a controversial set of
that under the condition sot in 1978 and 1980. · nuclear arms debate today by support of steps to contain the lawyer ethics rules. That vote 
spread of nuclear weapons, 
One provision has been in­Navy Officer: ''Freeze Threatens Security'' terpreted as a slap at the 
continued from page 3 Reagan a~ruinistrationtrmes have t>een American church-state relations in this gentle ·bishops understand that "How much will the move­ because it calls on countries to technology, American g~ain country, could divide millions the Soviets possess an over­ ment ultimately harm the na­ "avoid conduct and rhetoric
and now the American nuclear of Catholics and cause agoniz: whelming conventional advan­ tional security?" that invite nuclear confronta­freeze movement. ing personal and moral con- tage and that they could, if Navy Secretary ~ehman said tio.n and obscure their mutualTo be sure, most intelligent flicts among Catholic ser­ they chose, bully much of the earlier this year, "We may interests in reducing the risk ofAmericans make it clear that vicemen, forcing many of rest of the world endlessly if wake up one morning and find nuclear war." 
adequate checks and them, perhaps, to choose bet­ they believed that we would we have lost a war of . pro­ Some lawyers have warned
safeguards are an important ween support of their religious never use nuclear weapons ex­ paganda against a strong that statements by some ad­
condition of their proposal. clergy and support of their na­ cept in reaction to their first defense, war ofAmerican a ministration officials haveBut caution and patience are tional leaders. use whith then would be un­ ideas put forward by a zealous, done little 'to reduce the risk of 
not characteristic traits of Instead of abhorring all war necessary? uninformed and unrepresen­ nuclear war.emotional causes such as and violence, the bishops have Have they forgotten who the tative minority in the name of Althol,lgh the resolutionthese. Political victories are, focused upon one method of other guys are? They're the valid religious values, invalidly passe9 easily on .a voice vote, no matter how damaging they killing as presumably less godless ones; remember? The applied." Appropriate words, critics said the issue shouldmay be to U.S. security in- "moral" than other methods. ones who reportedly -believe still, but the minority appears have been left to defense ex·terests . Initial referendum vie- What gives American bishops is the opiate ofthat religion now to, have become a major­ perts rather than lawyers. J<>etories brought the sce~t of this particular insight? Will the people. The ones who keep ity and _they are claiming to Stamper of Antler, Okla., saidblood and only dramatic con- they be joined in this view by religion under house arrest in have religion on their side. Oh, the measure calJed on thequests now will satisfy their the Catholic bishops of Europe the jolly old USSR. well, they won the ballot pro­ United States to "unilaterallyunleashed emotion. lncreas- who live closer to the shadow I, along with many other positions and that's democra­ disarm." · ingly, the call for American of nuclear destruction? How Catholic service people, feel cy in action. No sour grapes a shortComing after onlygestures of good faith in the about the Cathblic bishops in compelled to wonder why.first now. debate, the ABA's vote marked 
.... 
form of limited, unilateral the communist bloc? Will'they, use of nuclear wapons is only But ·if thinking about this a victory for the Lawyersdisarmament ana renunciation too, denounce the first use of just now being declared im­ tends ~o disturb your sleep at Alliance for Nuclear Arms Con­
of nuclear employment op- nuclear weapons as -immoral? moral. Could it be part of the night, it's probably because . trol, a Boston-based 1rouptions will be heard. Would such a pronounce- general peace movement now you understand the problem. seeking a freeze on nuclearIndeed, they are already be- ment by their excellencies in sweeping the land and becon'I• The nuclear peterrence that's weapons. ' ing heard. Roman . Catholic America mean th~tur use of ing so fashionable a'cause? · kept us safe for 35 years may 
"The ABA's position isbishops in America are the bomb in Hirosh' a and With women's rights groups, be in danger of losing its tremendously significantdeliberating a "position" in a Nagasaki was i oral even minority rights groups, credibility. because it btings Into thedraft pastoral letter that would though it saved thousands of religious groups, liberal politi­
mainstream of t~ legal profes·brand _ first use of nuclear American lives? How about the cians and educators increas­ When you next write to your 
· sion an issue which for the last 
or congressman, • you might try,weapons, , ,presumably i·n• morality of biological ingly joining the bardwagon, it 37 years has been outside ,the
cb,idiet1,(1~~.cal1, i1'1d·, t~e.atre , •Ghemical warfare?, -ls . good, is no longer a qu'estibn of· .droppi~g . ~ ,1,ine to xouf -~is~p , miNls Qf mQst- people, , in­as well. Ask him if it's moralrynuplear wea~n~•. as,}!"moral. cl~~n, , ~rd!nary killing_ ·and whether or' not the movement cludin1 . lawyers," s,i.:t. ~1,nSuch 1 a _pqsitio'?, un- IY)a1!'1i.ng with "conventional" ,will cause ·th~. admlnistratidh acceptable to i•i~rease the .risk 
·Sherr, ,a Bos~pn lawyer andof -war lh this way'. · prec~~t~ ~!~filstO!Y ..2~. ~ea·pbns ·.•~till o~ayl Do the !O ~~~~,f, !,~~.,,~~)e$tlOn . fs now', l J t • -1 •• . , t. , IJ...t f · ,w.._ident of ~he alliance.1.. , .. 
......ff 0,1nr•~o Ap6ff, ,tMJiqA 
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~;\_re The RussianS Coming? I 
!~~f;:~e~oi::t:t:::/le was 
edition of E / ry, 1983 
CONOMI<; Nons. 
Former U S A b d t .. 
M . c· · m assa or O 
oscow, eorge F. Kennan
stated, "I find the view of the 
Sov_ie_t. Union that prevails to-
- day in large portions of our 
governmen_tal and journalistic
establishments is f 
removed from· . ~h sO ar 
scrutiny of ~xte,na~t r:~~~; 
would reveal...that it's not on 
ly ineffective but dangerous as 
. . . a guide to political action. 
U C ear Sam izdat.· ·coI d WarA N I • • . 
F.UeIetU · 
. 
-
by
. 
by Roy A. M edev and 
Zhores A. Medvedev 
Editor's Note: The fo/lowina ar-
tic/e is excerpted from':' "A 
Nuc/earSamizdatonAmerica's 
Arms Race.,, THE NATION, Jan. 
, _ , 
16 1982 
The Strategic Balance of Power. 
To what extent was the cold 
war also a response to a real 
military threat to American 
capitalism from the Red Army? 
Indisputably, the Soviet forces 
that greeted the American and 
British troops on the Elbe and 
the Danube constituted the 
strongest land army ·in world 
history. Despite the Soviet 
Union' s imm.ense wa'rtime 
losses, it possessed in 1945 an 
army of 300 . divisions well 
equipped with · m6dern weapons and highly mobile 
tank corps. Soviet analysts _ 
corroborated by not,a few emi-
nent Western historians , _ 
have generally yiewed the 
l\merican decision to destroy 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki with 
atomic bombs in August 1945, 
at a moment when the sur-
· render of Japa,:i was already 
imminent, as a demonstration · and Alaska. Before the U.S.S.R. 
of force primarily desisned to wa~ a~I~ to produce even one 
intimidate the U.S.S.R. Most pr1,n1t1ve thermonucle.ar 
discussions of the formidable device, t.he United States 
military power of the Soviet possessed hundreds. And -
state at the end of World War what is so often forgotten ·-
II neglect, moreover, an ex- even af~er the Soviet bomb 
tremely salient fact: despite ex- . was ~eveloped, the Americans 
tensive modernization of its 
armed .forces in the course of 
the war, the one kind of con-
ventional w~apon that never 
received priority was the long-
range bomber. The Soviet air 
force was certainly well equip-
ped with many types of new 
fighters and special short-
range -~ombers to support 
ground combat, but it lacked 
strategic bombers and, indeed, 
never attempted to carry out 
massive raids on German cities 
and industrial centers. The 
capability to conduct Iona-
range strategic bombing was a 
wartime monopoly of the 
United States and Britain 
When this advantage was com~ 
bined with the exclusive 
possession of atomic. weapons 
(and the proven will to use 
,them), the military superiority 
the Truman Administration en-
joyed over the U.S.S.R. from 
194~9 _ the beginning of the 
cold war ..:. .$hould be qbvious. 
U.S. superiority was further 
enhanced when the U.S.S.R., 
t,ced with the enormous task 
of recon,tructlon demobill ed 
, , ;z:
the bulk of the Red Army and , continuina strateaic imbalance 
sl~nlflcantly reduced Its (in America's favor) that 
-nulitary presence in Eutope Khrushchev launched his 
durin1 the same period._· . policy of peaceful coexisten1;e 
, ft was durlna this phase of and the search for atomic testA!"erlcan nuclea~ monopoly bans. The f•ilu,.,of this policy 
LJ s
• • 0 ffen s 1•,
~ 
1 
' 
e . 
. 
that SQ~1et ~rce~tions 'of the 
ag~ress1ve intentions of t~e 
United States began. to take 
shape .. Despite the military 
redu~t1ons undertaken - no 
_doubt- reluctantly - by Stalin, 
~he Unit~ States made no ef-
ort to construct a durable 
peace. Despite the absence of 
a single other nuclear power in 
the world, die United States 
accelerated the development. 
of its atomic_ arsenal and1 the 
fleet of special bombers that 
allowed it to strike anywhere 
in the U.S.S.R. N~body tried to 
conceal the American threat: 
Pentagon generals spoke freely 
of their country's nuclear 
supremacy and the coming of 
what Life called the "American 
Century." Meanwhile, the war 
had devastated the countries 
-of Western Europe -and the 
Meditt:rranean bas!n, which 
desperately needed American 
' economic aid, and they-open-
'e<i their doors to the creation 
of l! .S. air _bases encircling the 
S_ov1et Union. Eyen~ually this 
ring of ba~es_ extended from 
Iceland, Bntam, France, Italy, 
Greece and Turkey to Japan 
continued t.o retain their 
monopoly of delivery systems. 
There was, Jn fact, no Soviet 
nuclea~ threat to the Un_ited 
States m the early 1950s, since 
t~e U.S.S.R. did not have a 
single bomber that could cross 
the . ocean . The strat~gic 
dominance of the United 
~tates_ w~s complete, and d_u·r-
in~ t~,s ~•me (and only durmg 
this time), there_~as a era.sh 
progr~m of buildmg special 
atomic shelters near the 
government buildings and big 
apartment blocks of Moscow 
and other ci~ies - a ,clea~ in-
dex of Soviet app_rehens1on. 
Even after the testing of the 
first Soviet intercontinental 
missiles in 1957 (Korolev's 
·"semerka"), the fundamental 
stra_tegic _ equation• remained 
bas,~ally u~han~ed. Despite 
the 1m_press1on g1~en by the 
launching of t~e first Sputnik, 
.the early Soviet ICBMs were 
highly unreliable'. a_ handful in 
.number and ~ serious match 
for the American B-52s. 
The teaaC?y-of the U-2 ·Affair 
It · th · t t f h" 
was in e con ex o t ,s 
· 
.- •~g . . s_ub1~cted to these .m­
d1gnitie~. They were maklllg 
these flights to show up our im­
potence. Well, we weren't im­
potent any longer." . 
Moreover, for special effect 
the dates of these overflights 
\Vere often selected to coin­
cide with Soviet · natio!'lal 
cele~rations and parades. The 
1 
U:2 that ~as finall~. shot_down 
~•~h the fir~t ':'roper Soviet an­
~•aircraft m!ss,les was engaged 
in an ov~rf11ght of the May Day 
parade m Red Square. It took 
off from Peshawar in Pakistan, 
crossed Afghanistan and flew . 
ove~ the Urals, en ~oute f?r 
Leningrad an~ a lan~ing aaam 
at a U.S. base'" Norway. It wasbroui,ht down near ·the in-
. 
du~~~~~~::!:r ;~=:r::,oh~k~e 
t d it f I 
';;!!c ~Ei:=:o!:er 
O fa:,'~~: 
Powers fliaht He had himself ~ · ~onlinued on p,,e 12 
. 
1s often_ ~ttrib_u~ed to the 
Cuban m1ss1_le eris,~, but in fact 
Khrushchevs cred,tabl~ disar-
m~ment initiative . was under-
mine_d , much earlier by 
!-meri_ca s reluctance .to stop 
tShe . period!c surveillance of 
ov1et territory _by American 
spy planes. Many people in the 
West, and even more in the 
U.S .S.R. , remember the 
dramatic shooting down of the 
U-2 piloted by Francis Cary 
Powers in 1960, as well as 
Khrushchev's subsequent and 
s~illful exposure of Dwight 
Eisenhower as a liar. But 
neither Khrushchev nor the 
U.S. sources ever described the 
U-2 affair ~s it really was. For 
the Soviet leadership it would 
have been an embarrassment 
to acknowledge that it had 
been completely helpless for 
years to prevent overflights at 
70,000 feet of its largest in-
.dustri~ 11 .Ct!nters , by American 
plane_s· 1while th~ _!J.S. govern-
m~~t . obviousl_y. _wanted"' to 
mm1m1ze thf political damage 
don~ by the revelation of its 
previous falsehoods and their 
disgr~ceful en~i~g. In fact, the 
American decmon to overfly 
Sov_iet'territ?ry ha_d been made 
dlmng Stalins lifetime, and 
hot just for purposes of 
military espionage, but for 
pol(tical intimidation. The 
Sovie~ government _did not 
p~bl,cly den?unce these 
flights at the time but made 
confidential protests which 
were dismissed by Washing-
ton. As _Khr~sh~hev _later re-
marked in his autobiography: 
"The Amerkans knew perfect-
ly well that they were in the r===========~-------~~=~ 
wro~g. They k?ew they were 
causing us terrible headaches 
whenever one of _th~s~ plans 
t_ook of_f on a . ~•ss,on . . . We 
~ere sti~k and tired . .. of ~ 
' . "Th(s e~dle~s ser!es of 
d1stort1ons.. . this routine ex; 
a~geration of Moscow's 
military c~p~bi~ities and pf the 
supposed 1niqu1ty of Soviet in-
tention · th· · 
. , is _monotonous
th
~~:~~:re!~~ta~i:~tu~!s ~ O
another 
. not the m:~::t fpeorl\ .. ar: 
0 
. . . . ma un Y an 
d1scnrrunat1~n . .. ,, C<?eorge F. 
~~~~a;9i~v,et-American Re/a-
' 
1'. Historical Background 
The "endless series of distor-
tions" to which Kennan refers 
stem from the basic dif-
ferences between capitalism 
and socialism. Since tile birth 
of the Soviet Unio~ in 1917 
United States government 
policy, with a few historical ex-
ceptions, ·has been generally 
hostile . . Political leaders ·in 
Washington have encouraged 
Americans to fear and distrust 
thfe Russians and the concept
° socialism. 
Over the past 65 years, U.S. 
gov_ernment policy towards the 
Soviet Union has changed 
course a number of times. At 
the beginning. in 1918, the U.S. 
joined 14 other countries in an 
attempt to topple the newly 
formed Soviet government by 
invasion and blockade. It then 
took 15 years more before the 
U.S. established diplomatic 
relations withe the USSR. 
From 1933 until World War 
11, trade existed side by side 
withanuneasypolicyrelation-
ship. 
During World War II, the 
U.S. was an ally of the Soviet 
Union. It was a period of 
cooperation. Fascism was 
defeated. 
Return of Cold War 
Soon the cold war began. 
Abroad, more countries turned 
toward socialism. At home 
McCarthyis,v - a virulent 
form of anti-communism -
contributed to the passage of 
the Taft:Hartley and Smith 
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Acts. Ostensibly aimed· at 
subversion, these laws actually 
-served to stifle the labor move-
ment and most independent
thought. • 
In the late sixties, there 
beg~n ba~ecade of detente, 
aga_in a on mutual advan-
_tage. lhe two nations agreed 
to some nuclear weapons con­
trol. including Salt I. The U.S. 
and the USSR benefitted by 
trade ~ccords, scientific I 
cooperation and cultural ex- + 
ch~nges.h US 
onc::!~fn_ ;e~;:~~;n:e~~I~ 
war. Again 1t voices the claim 
th t " th R . 
co~ing." 1thas ~:J-~a7:ed ~~= 
nuclear freeze movement b 
.claiming it is Soviet inspireJ. 
The President plays a major 
role in this deception This t -
tic follows the famili~r patt:;;, 
of red-baiting unions, labor 
leaders and the rank-and-file 
who play th'e most militant 
roles in labor struggles 
· 
Can We Trust the Russiansf 
It is against this inconsistent 
history that the question of 
trusting the Russians must be 
addressed . The real issue 
should be not trust, but the 
necessity of c<H!xistence. 
The U.S. has signed a 
number of arms pacts with the 
Soviet Union. No serious viola­
lions of the signed treaties 
have been claimed either by 
the U.S. or by the-Soviet Union. 
Moscowhascompliedwiththe 
Salt I agreement and has kept 
to the terms of Salt II despite 
the failure of the U.S. Senate 
to ratify it. 
THE MOST SIGNIFICANT 
TREATIES 
1959 The Antarctic Treaty -
ba nned nuclear 
weapons in the Antarc• 
tic . 
1963 "Hot Line" Agreement 
- established a direct 
communitation link 
between Washin11ton 
and Moscow 
1963 Limited Test Ban Treaty 
- banned nuclear 
weapon tests in the at­
mosphere. in outer 
space and under water. 
1967 Outer Space Treaty -
banned weapons of 
mass destruction from 
outer space. 
12 
. continued on page 
Dy MICftael (;, Mercado under such resolutions and the 
'14 SUNY Buffalo Med School ·. START program, which will 
Physicians fw Social take years to . negotiate, a 
RelpOllllbility of - "freeze" of nuclear weapons 
Western New Yorli · would not come about until 
The United States 
. d both the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.ledp ges. . . ,ts etermination to build up their nuclear weapons 
help solve the · fearful atomic systems even more, in order to 
djlemm<¼ - to devote its entire "equalize" them on both sides, 
-heart ancf mind to find the way and then freeze and reduce 
by which the miraculous inven- · them at a later time. But such 
tiveness of man shall not be an additional build-up of the 
dedicated to his death, but con- arms race w.ill allow the pro­
secrated to his life. duction of more destructive, 
Dwight D. Eisenhower less verifiable and 
technologically more advanc­
To impr-ove ·national and in­ ed weapons by both countries, 
ternational security, the raising the chance even more 
United States and the Soviet that a nuclear war, either by 
Union should stop the accident or military design, 
nuclear arms race. will occur. 
Specifically, they should Why is the administration 
adopt a mutual freeze on opposed to a bilateral nuclear 
the testing, production and arms freeze at this time? The 
deployment of nuclear answer to this is somewhat 
weapons and aircraft complex, and to fully under· 
designed primarily to stand the present situation 
deliver nuclear· weapons. regarding the nuclear arms 
This is an essential, race, some history, the institu­
verifiable first step toward tions · involved and the govern­
lessening the risk of nuclear ment' s role in it can help to 
war and reducing the answer this question. 
nuclear arsenals . In 1945 America won the 
world's first nuclear war 
The above paragraph is the against Japan by its highly con­
beginning statement of the troversial bombings of 
"Proposal For a · Mutual Hiroshima and Nagasaki, 
U.S.·U.S.S.R. Nuclear Weapons which killed over 200,000 
Freeze," written just over two Japanese people, wliere 90% 
years ago by Randall Forsberg, . were civilians! Beginning at 
a defense analyst, arms contro1 this time, the U.S. began to 
activist and a former editor of : build a formidable nuclear· 
the Stockholm Institute. After . arsenal, which was superior to. 
gaining significant support in Russia's conventional forces 
the state of Massachusetts, the and the nuclear weapons that 
proposal has attracted millions they would start to develop a 
of American supporters, from few years later. In fact so· 
hundreds of diversified superior was the U.S. nuclear 
organizations and all ~ectors weapon stock that the U.S. 
of American society. · used this advantage on 
Now, the proposal is in the numerous occasions · since 
U.S. Congress as the Markey- Hiroshima. '"Every president 
Conte resolution in the House from Truman to Reagan, with 
of Representatives, and the the possible exception of Ford, 
Kennedy-Hatfield resolution in has felt compelled to -consider 
the Senate. · But the growing or direct serious preparations 
support for a U.S.-U.S.S.R. · for possible U.S. initiation, tac­
nuclear arms freeze is being tical or strategic nuclear war­
challenged by the Reagan ad- fare, in the midst of an ongo­
ministration through the ing, intense, non-nuclear con­
Strategic Arms Reduction flict or crisis. The Soviets know 
Talks (START), the Jackson- this because they were made 
Warner resolution in the - to know it, often 'by explicit 
Senate, and the Carney resolu-, threats from the .oval office, 
tion in the House of Represen- even when White House con­
tatives. In these arms control siderations of the use of 
talks and resolutions, a nuclear nuclear weapons was secret ' 
arms "freeze" consists of a from other audiences . .. " 
proposal by the U.S. Govern- Also, the U.S. proceeded to 
ment to the Soviet Union for a build up its nuclear forces at 
"long term, mutual and this· time to levels far beyond 
verifiable nuclear freeze at mere defensive purposes, 
equal and sharply reduced levels geared to actually 
levels of forces ." But these launch a "first strike" nuclear 
have been disc;laimed by Ken- attack against the Soviet 
nedy, Hatfield, Markey and Union and its allies, if 
Conte as doubletalk, since necessary. Since the Soviets 
· had so few nuclear weapons at 
that time compared to · the 
U.S., they could not make a 
significant counterattack. 
In 1961 the ·u.s. began to 
worry that its vast superiority 
of nuclear weapons was in 
danger because qf a Soviet 
weapons build-up, and ·pro­
ceeded to build-u_p its nuclear • 
forces, including the construc­
tion of 1,000 Minuteman 
ICBM's ·(Intercontinental 
Ballistic Missiles) to oHset the 
projected "missile gap" caus­
ed by a supposedly large scale 
Soviet production · of ICBMs. 
Even after the U.S. Govern­
ment learned from its In­
telligence that the Soviets had 
built only 4 ICBMs, production 
of the remaining Minuteman 
missiles was completed 
anyway. Thus, the "missile 
gap," which touted a Russian 
,superior-ity in ICBMs was 
nothing more than a hoax, 
played upon the American 
people. 
The 1962 Cuban missile 
crisis, where the U.S. had plac­
ed nuclear missiles in Turkey 
which threatened the U.S.S.R., 
resulted in Russia's covert 
placement of missiles in Cuba. 
This incident was the closest to 
nuclear war that the U.S. and 
the U.S.:S.R. had ever been. 
Kennedy demanded that 
Khruschev get his missiles out 
of Cuba, and backed up the de­
mand by putting Am'erican 
military forces on alert, 
creating a stalemate, while the 
threat of nuclear war loomed-· 
over the two countries. After 
days of confmntation, careful : 
negotiations \\'.ere completed 
and the Soviet Union removed 
_it~ miss,ile~. fro~ ' h~,ba,, cifld 
later the U.S. ·~removeo · its 
missiles from Tur~l!y'." I 
But the Russians, 
humiliated, ·angry and · 
frustrated with American 
nuclear attack threats and 
nuclear superiority, built up 
their nuclear forces; especially 
their ICBMs until now, in the 
early 1980's, both countries 
have attained a rough level of 
nuclear weap_pns parity, 
desp'ite the ReaganAdministra-
tion assertions that the U.S.S.R. 
has nuclear "superiority." Yes, 
they have some "superiority," 
as in their larger number of 
lCBMs, but the U.S. has 
"superiority''. in its greater · 
number of bombers, and .total 
_nuclear.warheads. This nuclear 
parity shared by the U.S. and 
the U.S.S-.R. is also stated in the 
SALT II Treaty. . 
Yet, President Reagan 
claims that the U.S. has a "win-
dow of vulnerability," where 
the Soviets "would absorb -our 
retaliatory blow · and hit us 
again." But this statement is 
misleading. "All told, the 
United States could respond to 
a Soviet first-strike on ·our land-. 
based. missiies: by dropping a 
m'inimum of 4,500 nuclear 
warheads and bombs on the 
So~iet Union. "These warheads· 
and bombs :eould destroy 
every major Soviet- city twenty 
time~h• lover ' ' an - overkill 
capabillty sufficient to deter 
the· Soviets from thinking they 
could: ';I : absorb our retaliatory 
blow .and hit us again." 
Thus, the "window of 
vulnerability", is an illusion 
(just as the "missile gap" claim 
was), since America still has 
the world's most advanced 
conventional and nuclear 
forces, and is hardly a 
vulnerable, second-rate 
military power. 
The U.S. claim of 
vulner.ability is actually being 
used as an excuse to restore 
the U.S. nuclear first-strike 
capability against the U.S.S.R., 
via the MX ICBM, the B-1 
Bomber, the Trident Sub­
marine, and the Cruise, Per­
shing and Trident missiles. But 
the Soviets are responding to 
nev.er ag_ain wants to be ~ub­
jected to American threats of 
nuclear attack. 
·"' , continuation of the 
nuclear arms -race ·will jeopar­
dize the relative stability and 
mutual deterrence both caun­
tries now share, and make 
fut'ure arms co-ntrol 
agreements, lei alone a 
bila~eral · nuclear arms freeze, 
very difficuft, if not impossible 
to achieve .. For instance, the, 
Cruise missile, (a · low flying, 
radar-evading, highly accurate 
nuclear weapon, due to· its 
relatively small size), can be . 
launched from ships, tanks, -
submarines and gFound 
vehicles. Cruise missiles are 
also relatively easy· to conceal 
and unlike - ICBMs cannot be 
ide.ntified by satellites or most 
other intelligence devices. 
Therefore, neither side can 
easily verify the strength of the 
other, so arms control negotia­
tions will become close to an 
impossible task. This element 
of verification is critical for ef­
fective arms control. A nuclear 
freeze negotiated now will 
stop the I production of ·such 
weapons by both the U.S. and 
the U.S.S.R. · , 
The MX missile is being pro-
How do you survii 
''Japan after all, not only survived but 
flourished after the nuclear attack.. . . 
Depending upon certain assumptions; some 
estimates predict 10 million [dea~l] on e,side 
and l 00 mil\i,qn on .the other but that i _the I 
whole popu~on., ~.:: " , J • 
Eugene Ro.~tow, 
Direct nils C · 
Dis nt· 
s 
the U.S. build-up by develop­
ing their version of the Trident 
submar.ine, the Typhoon, 
building their own new sub­
marine nuclear missiles, the 
SS:.N-20, redesigning their ver­
sion of.the cruise missile, their 
version of the MX, which they 
call the SS1,9 ICBM and are in 
the process of developing a 
new· bomber. It seems unlikely 
that the U.S. will once again 
regain its nuclear 
"superiority," since the 
U.S.S.R.' seems determined to 
match the U.S. build-up: for it 
duced and deployed-supposed­
ly to eliminate the 
"vulnerability" of the U.S. 
Minuteman and Titan ICBM 
forces to a Russian "first 
strike" attack, claims the 
Reagan Administration. . This 
purported "vulnerability" is 
disputed by many top scien­
tists, who assert that Russian 
missiles are not accurate 
enough to destroy American 
ICBM's and even if they \_\'ere, 
they would be .subjected to 
bias (external environmental 
continued or,, page 9 
Lawyers Guild Resolutions On Nuclear War 
Passed at National Lawyers 
Guild National Executive Com­
mittee, Santa Fe, New Mexico, 
February 22, 1982. 
WHEREAS, the National 
Lawyers Guild is convinced 
that all nuclear weapons staies 
should reach an agreement to 
eliminate all nuclear weapons . 
· in order to insure the fun­
damentcll rights of humanity to 
live in peace; and 
WHEREAS, the develop· 
ment ,and deployment of 
nuclear arms as well a~ .the 
proliferation -of nuclear~ arms 
constitutes ' a direct threat of 
WHEREAS, the United . 
States policy has.sanctioned in 
Presidential Directive 59 a 
limited nuclear warfare option 
which increases' dramatically 
the possibilities that nuclear 
weapons will be used . in a . 
regional crisis situation: with 
the likelihood of escalation to 
all-o.ut nuclear exchange; and 
WHEREAS, the United 
States is pursuing military 
dominance under the cloak of 
national security by develop­
ing a · first strike ,. capability, 
together w.ith :- destabillzing 
technologies which make 
' 
cruise missles, the Trident Sub­ ed unnecessary prolonged suf- , Land (1907) which mandates 
marine and mass production of ferini11°indiscriminate in -its ef- that new, , weapPns or tactics 
neutron bombs; and ,feet, , involving ' the , second not ~overed byiprior treaty are 
generation of the'v.ict'im·s, with nevertheless subject to the 
WHEREAS, the threat of the number :of · sufferers. in- principles·of laws of nations as 
nuclear weapons is destabiliz- . creasing every- year; and derived from the · "laws of· ,. 
ing and does not create a humanity" and "th~ dictates.of 
secure society and the WHEREAS, as lawyers, tegal • puolic conscience" in order to-
justification for the build-up of . workers and students we are 
nuclear weapons is deliberate- . · aware of the illegality and 
ly false and intended to hide 
the true purpose · of this 
strategy; and 
WHEREAS, the United 
States' use of two atomic 
bombs .. at.,. H.iros~inia · and 
Nagasaki not only . brouaht 
criminality of the threat or use 
.of nuclear weapons. in light of 
the laws of hJ,1T1anity and · 
various principles, objectives , 
and realations 'of international 
law, incl~ing: 
: a., ''.Martu1s, Clause': of ,the 
Preamble of t~e Convention of 
protect non-~ombantants, 
neutrals and non-belliaerents; 
b. The Declaration of St. 
Petersburg of 1868 which af­
firms that the riahi to adop! 
means of injurina the enerriy is 
not unlimited and the only 
teaitimate object which sta,es 
shou_id endeavctr 'to ac~ 
complish durlna war is to 
mass annihilation for every na­ nuclear war more possi_ble, in­ about genocide and destn.tc-" the Hque ·concernina , the weaken fhe ·mifltary force of 
cluding the . MX Progran;a, tion of two· cities but has..caus= . Laws arid Customs of War and , th~ enemy and with such p,in­
conrinued on pqe .1! ' 
.~. .. ( . '( 
tion and person; and 
,......~ , April lO, 1,e:i 
does it..,, .· l / ' 
~·1:t .(t 
continued from· page 8 
forces) from the significant. 
electromagnetic field over the 
North Pole, which would shift 
the missiles off their course 
over this .area on their flight to 
the U.S. /tlso, tile Russians 
would need ilt least a 90% 
reliability in their m·issile· 
systems to achieve . a sue· 
cessful "first ·strike" · attack, 
and woul~ have to · take into 
consideration that their ex­
ploding warhead~. whicti land­
ed first, -might destroy some of 
the other incoming ·warheads, 
or shift• them off their course. 
Thus, it seems -highly unlikely 
that the· Russians could launch 
a successful "fifst strike"·. at-
-tack ·against the U.S. lCBMs. 
Furthermore, 'the · present plan 
of simply· putting the MX -in 
Minuteman-and Titan silos and 
the newly announced proposal 
which consists of a "dense 
pack" base of MXs; will make 
them no -less· "vulnerable'; to 
this theoretical Russian "first 
strike" than the missiles they 
are replacing. 
So why is the U.S. Govern­
ment building the MX? Primar­
ily to achieve a •:first-strike" 
capab'ility against the U.S.S.R., 
since it theoretically has the 
ive
. 
a Duclear
-
War? 
, 'Everybody's going to make it if there are 
enough shovels to go around . . . Dig a hole, 
cover it with a couple of dooFS then throw 
three feet ofdirt on top. It's that . 
t ,11 ... 
of Defense, 
r Nuclear Forces, 
power and accura_cy to destroy 
~ussian ICBMs in their silos. 
But this action will force :the 
Russians to put' their ICBM 
force on ' "hair trigaer" alert, 
where it ·w,ill launch them on 
"warning" · to avoid . thei'r 
destruction by incoming U.S. 
MX missiles. It is importan't to 
realize that about 70% of 
Russia's nuclear force is com-
prised of ICBMs. Therefore the 
U.S.S.R. must be confident that 
a sianifipant n.umbel) of its 
ICBMs can . survive a "first 
strike" attack by the U.S., in 
order to have enough weapons 
for self-defense. ·1f not, the 
Soviets could b,e forced to 
launch their missiles soone(, 
under greater pressure and _in a 
situation where if the waming 
-signal they pick J\IP is false, 
(e.g.-,, computet malfunctlon). 
they may not have the time for 
verification of 'a false ,alarm 
before launching their missiles. 
Therefore, the MX· may actual-
ly cause the ~ussian "first 
strike" it is intec,deo to deter! 
A1ain, a bilateral nuclear 
arms freeze, initiated now, will 
prevent the .MX weapons, and 
any Soviet .counterpart from 
beio1 1uilt and employed. This 
- wiU keep the . present parity 
and detttrre11ce value. of ~ • laraest and most powerf~I co~­
U.S. a{ld U.S;S.R.,,nucl•~ f,ert:e porations ,assocjated, ,with . it 
stable, and In . turp' keep the which are makina huae profits 
threat of nuclear w,ir under from buildtna, these arms, No 
control. The freeze would also wonder Dwi1ht O. Eisenhower,~ 
kee·p other "first · strike" 
m,issiles such as the Pershing, 
from being stationed in 
Europe, ·thereby decreasir,g 
tensions there, and provide a 
framewor.ll for .neaotiations on 
both nuclear and conventional 
arms control· with the aim of 
achieving a . system · of ade- .. 
quate deterrence,' with. stable 
defensive fore-es, . ..for both 
· sides. ,,,.,.,. , 
·A ·bilateral · nuclear ·arms 
fr~ze;·at this,rtioment,.in time, 
. in the early. 19$>'s, ,w,o_ufd ob­
viously prevent the Reagan ad­
ministration- Jrom achieving 
what it sees as a "first strike" 
capability against the Soviet 
Union. This is probably the ma­
jor reason Reagan opposes a 
freeze now, but ·will accept­
one later on, after his goal of 
"first strike" power is achiev­
ed. However, the Soviets 
would · obviously not accept a 
freeze at a later date if they 
then had· ·not achieved a 
mutual ·"first strike" capability 
against the U.S. 
' Also, it is not by accident 
that' "the top ten recipients of 
U.S. military and economic 
foreign aid aret according to 
Amnesty lnternation.al, the top 
ten .dictatorships ·or violators 
' of human rights, since 'they 
provide' favorable climates for 
U.S. multi-national corpora­
tions.'' Thus, most of the U.S. 
military power is not geared to 
defend the U.S. mainland, but 
to defend corporate and na­
tional Interests around the 
world. 'This is supported by the 
fact that the U.S. is the only 
country in the world that can 
send large parts of its armed 
forces overseas, as in Viet 
·Nam; or utilize the ·Rapid 
Deployment Force, which can 
send about ~50,000 troops and 
large amounts of military 
equipment to · foreign areas 
such as the Middle East. 
Another powerful force that 
fs involved. in the U.~. . arms 
build-up 1~ the military­
industrial· complex, which is 
the·union of the Pentagon, the 
U.S. defense aon~ract_.c0rpo~a­
tions and the whole industrial 
_base · associat~d with resear· 
china, developing, and produc­
ing conventional a~d n~~lear 
arms. Presently this m1htary-
' industrial complex i~vol~es 
over one-third of our sc1ent1sts 
and enaineers, ·consumes over 
one quarter of the annual U.S . . 
Federal, budset each year, an~ . 
. has some of the country s 
in his far~well Pres1c;tentiai°ad-
.dress in 1961 warned. . . , 
. '. 1.,.. \
' ' 
' 
. gress and the Pentagon seated 
at its three corners. Its very 
nature excludes public par-
ticipation from the military 
decision making process. Yet it 
brings contractors so close to 
government that they not only 
carry out military policy, but 
often create it." 
As for its verifiability, the 
free.ze proposal .rs relatively 
·easier to check than other 
arms control treaties. "Indeed, 
Herbert Scoville, former Depu· 
ty Director of the ,CIA, con-
tends that .a freeze is easier to 
verify than a treaty like SALT I 
or SALT II. Suc;:h treaties con-
tain complicated limits on 
numbers and mo'dificat'ions of 
missiles and planes; to de~ect a 
violation . requires continuing 
and exact m·easurements O,f a . food and water. supplies, 
vast a~ray of- possible and pr<>- mHlions more will die. 
hibited activity. ~ith a freeze, In a booklet entitled The 
however: a v1olat1~n would ~e - Medical Aspects of Nuclear 
know? if the adv~rsary did · war, the group known as Physi­
anythmg new at all. cians for Social Responsibility 
As for Soviet c~mpliance in (PS,R), points out the following 
past arms control aareements, scientific and medical facts . .. 
the Department of Defense,- "1. Nuclear war, t!ven a 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the 'limited •one', would result in 
State ,Oepartml,nt, ,, and .,the ·death, <injU'ry and ,disease,on a 
Arms Control and Disarma- scale that has no precedent in 
ment Aaency stated in ·1980 the history of existence. , 
that "Soviet compliance per- . "i Medical 'disaster plann-
. 
In the council~ of government, 
we mu~t guard against the ac· 
. quisitron · of. unwarranted in­
. fluence, -whether sought, or un­
sought; by the military• 
industrial complex. The 'poten­
tli,~ for the disastrous ' rise of 
misplaced power exists and will 
persist. · 
\\:'e ffl!JSt never Jet the weight
of this· combin,1tion endanger 
our liberties or democratic pro­
cesses. We should take nothing 
for granted. Only a·n alert and 
knowledgeable· citizenry can 
. compel t_he proper meshing of 
, the huge industrial and military 
machinery of defense· with our 
peaceful_ methods and goals, so 
. that security and liberty may 
prosper together. 
. Unfortun.~tely, Eisenhower's 
warning of the great power this 
complex can yield is now true; 
it has spread throughout the 
country and has significant 
control over the U.S. Govern· 
ment, parficu.larly over the 
Congress. Because of its great 
influence, the military-
industrial complex forms its 
own defense policy, creates its 
own weapons, and distorts the 
truth (e.g. exaggerates Soviet 
military power) to meet its own 
need for increasingly greater 
weapons ·production and more 
political power. These needs 
do not represent the true 
defensive needs of the 
American people. Yet ~he 
America_n people are the ones 
who pay for all this "defense," 
at ·great _sacrifice to their in· 
dividual' W'ell being as well as 
the health of the country as a 
wJ)ole:.,T['js ,all go$!s on . ~hile 
t}te ~-'?~!~1-~ves ~r;i~er the c~ns• 
tant terrof,,!>f m,1clear war. 
"The U.S. defense budget, 
which now accounts for 
roughly one-quarter of all 
federal spending, _will rise 
rapidly in the 1980's. lhis rise 
stems, in part, from the rela-
tionship between th~ public 
and private sectors of the 
defense community and the 
extraordinary pressures it 
ailows defense contractors to 
exert on (the U,S.) government.:, 
This alliance forms a triangle 
with _military contractors, Con-
' . 
formance under 14 arms con-
trol agreements has been 
-good." ,The-SAL;T i Treaty was­
signed _in 1972 and even 
though it expired in 1977, it has 
not been violated by - the 
U.S.S.R. to date." fven the 
SALT II Treaty, still unratified 
by the U.S. Senate, but signed 
by the U.S. and U.S.S.R. in June · 
of 1979, has been upheld. Such 
high obedience t~ arm~ c~11trol 
agreements by l>oth countries 
shows the- importance arms 
control holds in relation to the 
national interest and security 
of both nations. Thus, a similar 
high level of compliance could 
very well be expected in a 
freeze. 
Another significant benefit 
of a bilateral nuclear arms 
freeze '(especially if followed 
by gradual; bilateral nuclear 
arms reductions that will save 
bi II ions of dollars in 
themselves), will be the im­
provement of the economy. 
The increase in the commer· 
cial industry base and the reac­
tivation of consumer goods 
productivity, both presently 
'being sacrificed to our massive 
arms build-up, will certainly re­
jovenate the economic climate 
of the U.S. This economic 
response wil.1 in turn decrease 
the inflation rate-by diverting 
funds from military activity 
(which adds nothing to the 
economy, while consuming 
significant quantities of 
materials and resources), to a 
-renewed U.S. industry which 
can create more jobs and 
goods . This will increase 
America's declining com­
petitiveness in the interna­
tional market. 
A bilateral · nuclear arms 
freeze riow,,' c'an' reverse this 
grim trend ·of enormous 
defense spending while human 
needs and life are sacrificed in 
the process. In short,' a freeze 
will enable this co1:1ntry to 
achieve better economic and 
social conditions, while main· 
taining a strong defense. 
Finally, and most important· 
ly, a bilateral nuclear arms 
freeze will stop the arms race, 
and give both the U.S. and 
U.S.S.R. a chance' to reverse 
their insane rush towards 
mutual suicide. By following a 
gradual, bilateral, and 
verifiable nuclear arms reduc­
tion program, both countries 
can help prevent the "war that 
will end all wars": an all out 
U.S.-U.S .S.R. nuclear war, 
where over 250 million 
Americans and ,~ussians will 
be killed or severely injured 
outright. With the additional 
threats of massive injuries 
among the survivors, with little 
medical assistance left, severe 
dest~uction of the environ­
ment, depletion of "the earth's 
ozone layer, widespread fires, 
. rampant " diseases such as 
bl!bonic plague and TB, signifi­
cant amounts of radioactive 
fallout covering the earth, and 
radioactively contaminated 
iru,• for nuclear war is mean-
. ingless. There is no possible, ef­
fective me~ical response: Most 
hospitals would be destroyed, 
most medical personnel dead 
or injured, ·most · supplies 
unavailable. Most 'survivors: 
would die. 
"3. There is no effective civil 
defense. • The blast, thermal 
and radiation effects would 
kill even those in shelters, arid 
the fallout would reach those 
who hav.e been evacuated. 
"4. Recovery from nuclear 
war would be impossible. The 
economic, ecological and 
social fabric. on which human 
life depends would be 
destroyed in the U.S., the 
U.S.S.R. and much of the rest 
of the world. 
"5. In summary, there can be 
no winners in a 'n'uclear war. 
Worldwide fallout would con­
taminate much of the globe for 
generations and atmospheric 
effects would severely damage 
all tiving things." 
Fortunately,. through the In­
ternational Physicians for the 
Prevention of Nuclear War (IP­
PNW), this message has been 
carried to Russian physicians 
wh.2. are part of this organiza­
tion, including Dr. Chazov, car­
diologist of the late Leonid 
Brezhnev, and USSR Deputy 
Minister of Health. They have 
been on Soviet television and 
have written numerous articles 
on the dangers of nuclear war 
which have appeared in many 
Russian newspapers. 
You can help stop this 
"nucjear madness." You can 
assist the bilateral nuclear 
arms freeze movement in 
several ways. For example, you 
can contact your nearest 
'peace c\t!lt'ey·· or ireeze 
chapter, and as'k what you can. 
do to help. You can also 
organize local freeze petition 
drives to collect signatures of 
supporters for a freeze, and in­
troduce the freeze proposal in­
to your town, city or county 
council. Involve your state 
legislators and your Represen­
tatives and Senators in Con­
gress. Ask them to support the 
Kennedy-Hatfield and the 
Markey-Conte Nuclear freeze 
, proposals in Congress. Write 
directly to the President! Also, 
send articles or letters suppor­
ting the · freeze to your local 
newspaper, and tell others why 
you support a freeze now, and 
enlist their aid in this effort. 
Finally, use your imagination 
and discover your own per­
sonal ways to help in this cam­
paign. You: like' millions of 
Americans already doing these 
things, can make the dif­
ference. 
Two paths lie before us: One 
Jeads to death, the other to 
life... One day, and it is hard to 
believe that it will not be soon, 
we will make our choice. Either 
we will sink into the final coma 
and end it all or, as I trust and 
•believe, we will awaken to the 
truth of our peril, a truth as 
great as life itself; and like a 
person who, has swallowed .a 
lethal poisoq, but shakes off his 
stupor at the last moment and 
vomits the poison up, we will 
break through the layers ~f-our 
denials, put aside our faint· 
hearted excuses. and rise up to 
cleanse the earth of nuclear 
weapons. 
' AMfl :11, 1913 Opi..... .,... nine , . . . I 
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-HiStpf}{BBhind the MX: Quest ·For Superiority 
continued from page 1 nuclear superiority . way, the probability of a first What If They Attack Europe? The Anti-MX Movement 
bombs until well after 1949 Khrushchev was soon forced strike by either side is increas- Our old policy of Massive The Freeze movement which 
when they first tested their out of office. After that, Rus­ ed. If both sides install such Retaliation to forestall Russia's calls upen our leaders to 
own. It w.as not until at least · sian leaders vowed to· do missiles the American MX ·attack on Western Europe with negotiate a freez~ on the pro- ,,, 
1955 that they developed a whatever they had to do to which has ten warheads or the conventional armies, has duction of nuclear weapons 
~ long-range bomber capable of become America's equal in Soviets SS-18 which has 8 - dissolved. and delivery systems, is 'based 
striking tl,e U.S., and that strategic weapons - · to create then while both sides have This happened as a . direct on accepting . the present 
event began the end of the a balance where there was no limited themselves to 1,000 result of the development, in equality in nuclear weapons 
era of American domination in balance. This they accomplish­ missiles or launching vehicles the late 1960's, of a .Soviet between America and Russia. 
nuclear warfare During this ed, no doubt at great cost to they could attack their oppo- deterrence. You see, America Since Americans have never. 
era, American leaders could the Soviet economy, around nent's ICBM force at an 8 or 10 has for a ' Iona time r,elied on been told directly that it has 
threaten Russia- ·with nuclear 1970 or so when they finally to 1 ratio. This further in- our nuclear superiority to de- been America, not Russ.ia, that 
weapons and Russia could not developed ICBMs which could creases the probability of a fend Europe, but it can no has for many years threatened 
threaten back: they did not be put into hardened silos like first strike but it is still remote. longer ~<> this, Are \Ye willing the· first use of these weapons 
have deterrence. What they our own. But there is more, and it gets to take the risk of all-out against an enemy, Americans 
did was to remobilize their ar­ The SALT I Treaty worse, much worse. nuclear -destruction of our are naturally confused about 
my and counter-threaten an in­ By 1970, then, both the Rus- Scientists have learned how citi'es to defeod Western this now open policy debate 
vasion of Western Europe if sians and the Americans had to develop complicated E1,1rope from invasion by non- going 'on in Washington, They 
America were to attack Russia. around 1,000 ICBMs in harden- navigational systems ex- nuclear armies? Few believe do understand the costs issue, 
No doubt Soviet leaders learn­ ed silos aimed at one another ploiting (perhaps underwriting) this: This is why a group of ·and this may tip the scales in 
ed some sort of lesson during and neither side could calcu- the micro-chip revolution that former top policy makers, like our depressed economy, But 
this time: achieve strategic late any particular advantage allows high speed- computa- former Secretary of Defense so few-Americans realize that 
equality as soon as possible. io expanding this fleet. Both tions to be made quickly by McNamara · and George Ken- our foreign policy has for a 
sides could deter a first strike · · tiny machines, , and it is now nan, now recommend a policy long time · been based on 
The Cuban Missile Crisis by threatening to retalia~e estimated that the SS-18 and of "no first strike", and it is nuclear · superiority - as 
The next decade, 1955-1965, against their enemies cities. the MX can land within a few also why Secretary Weinberger tested in the 1962 Cuban crisis 
is confusing because this was This is called Mutually Assured hundr.ed feet, if not closer, to recommends, by way of - that we do not know what 
the era of the development of Destruction; or MAD, for short. ·thetr targets. This means that response, a policy of fighting a the consequences are of ac­
intercontinental ballistic Let us explore thie situation in they can, with a much greater protracted nuclear war, follow- -cepting parity with Russia. 
missiles (ICBMs) and the more detail: probability, destroy an · ing subtle _changes i.n U.S. Peopleask:whycan'tAmerica 
replacement of bombers which The SALT I treaty of 1972 is underground enemy missile, policy since the mid 70's, just threaten Russia with nukes 
took some 6 hours to arrive on a product of both sides even if it is bLlfied in a harden- under Ford and Carter. if they go into Poland or 
target, by missiles which took recognizing this stand-off. Sup- ed concrete and steel silo. In other words, 1 a choice Afghanistan? Why, indeed? 
only 30 minutes . Initially, it pose that one side were to The President's Commission, must be made: eitf:ier America It is in . line with refusing to 
seemed that Russia was ahead attempt to expand the number h I d must accept parity - MAD - accept nuclear paritu withnonet e ess, recommen s put- .,..
when in 1957 the world could of their ICBMs from 2,000 to with the Soviet Union in Russia for President Reagan toting 100 MX missiles, with their
stand out in the · evening and let's say 3,000; this would cost ten warheads each, into the nuclear strategic weapons, project, as he recently did 
watch the tiny bright-lit Sput­ a great deal of money, would old Minuteman silos, which that is, they and we both can before a congregation of fun­
nik cross the dark skies . Russia take years to accomplish, and will be just as vulnerable as the effectively deter one another damentalfst Christian clergy, 
had used its captured German would be quite visible early on Minutemen they replaced from launching a nuclear first that the struggle is one of god­
scientists to refine the old Nazi in satellite photos -:; i.e., were, and because they now strike, or else America must fearing people against the 
V-2 rockets into long-range verifiable by "national h d h prepare for an enormous devil incarnate. He is in effectcarry more war ea s witICBMs. These were very heavy, means." In other words, it mucti more accuracy, they development to gain, or asking the American people to 
costly, unreliable, fueled with would not have been possible represent a more inviting regain, the upper hand, the reconstruct our whole society
liquid and took a long time to to proceed in secret, without target than the missiles they clear nuclear superiority we around a probably unat­
start up. America bet on solid­ warning their enemy early on. replace. Ironically, they do this had, let's say, after the Second tainable goal of nuclear 
·fueled ICBMs which were More than that, this build-up . while recognizing the need to World War. All the talk about superiority to be gained in the 
smaller, more compact, even if it could have been reduce the ratio of "attacking fighting a "protracted nuclear ' years ahead, and a willingness
cheaper and quick to start .up done secretly, would have · , war", or "prevailing" in such a to. use t'his superiority to fightwarh~a<J:s to ,,14' ,Ul'IC~ing
..... and they could be placed in­ given the builder no strategic missiles'\ ,_on ~offi . sides . . In ,_ war, or about ~u.il~ing ani ef- and win a pr,otr~cted ,.,,u,clear 
to fortified concrete stlos advantage. Why not? Because other words,. they recommend fective civilian def~nse war. This is, of course,
undeTground, whereas the li­ even with a 3,000 to 1,000 ad- a MX system that runs totally system, or building some new madness and will only appealquid fueled ones of the Soviets vantage, this would mean try- against their sound strategic anti-missjle defense out _ of to a fundamentalist fringe who
could not. But, Russia got ing to strike at an enemy's advice. What are we to make laser beams or whatever, all oelieve the "end is near"ICBMs first and this frightened forces three weapons to one of a policy which contradicts this talk is based on deciding anyway, and,who are "~eady toAmericans. John Kennedy may target, and while the probabili- its own stated assumptions? the above questi_on in favor of face the Ju,dgement Day." · have won his election for Presi­ ty of success that teach in- Are they stupid _ or crazy? regaining nuclear superioritydent in 1960 by the use of the dividual tar~et might have Read on . over Russia. 
issue of the "missile gap" bas­ been as high as, let's say, 95%, 
ed on erroneous estimates on to do this 1,000 times over suc­
Soviet intentions to develop a cessfully at the same moment 
huge fleet of these newly is infinitesimal. There is an Orga·nizing Our Own Backyard
developed ICBMs. When Ken­ overwhelming probability of 
nedy came into Office, he dozens of target missiles sur­ falo, N.Y·: ·· 14215; phone (IPC), 100 Wadsworth, Buffalo, · 
could see for himself by look­ viving unscathed, ready for by Anne Casper 835-4073 . . N.Y. 14201; phone 883-7717. 
ing at reconnaissance photos counter-attack on · major Founded 15 years ago as a The peace-making vehicle of
taken by U-2 overflights that enemy cities. In other words, Anne Casper is a citizen of chapter of Clergy and Laity Buffafo Area Metropolitan
there was no missile gap at all, first strike simply couldn't be South Africa and a graduate of Concerned (CALC), a. national 
· Ministries (BAMM), an associa­
that the Soviets had not made done. Thus, Nixon and the University of Cape Town. interfaith organization, the tion of Christian, Jewish and300 , ICBMs but only a half She worked in the Buffalo areaBrezhnev could accept the Peace Center is dedicated to Muslim communities serving
as a chemist previous todozen. Why? Who knows, real­
· SALT I treaty which recogniz­ action on disarmament, draft WNY. Established little morely; but the cost and the need to ed thi~ technolo1Jical stand-off. becoming a chemistry teacher resistance, world hunger and than a year -ago, it has pro­go ahead with solid fueled at Mount Mercy Academy.Similarly, both sides knew peace education. Co-sponsors moted and coordinateddevelopment were most likely that while they could spend Anne is the faculty advisor to a monthly Peace Breakfast several peace "activities. Cur­
the reasons. Thi$ example scores or- hundreds of billions the No Nukes Club at the with the Center for Ju1tice. rent!~ coordinatini events for
shows us that our politicians of dollars developing an anti­ Mount and is also a member of ' Share fnformation and Peace Week (May 122-28).
are willing to abuse the the Erie County Nuclear Freezemissile system (ABM) to de­ resources (A-V materials, Membership consists ofpublic's trust, use our fear of fend their missiles against an Coalition. books, picture displays, fact delegates from denomina­being vulnerable to a Russian attack, the attacking country puppet show.. . ) with tional andThe Cold War rhetoric and sheets, groups organi2a-_ first strike, to gain their own can easily, and at small cost, the community. Serves asarms proliferation policy of a tions like the WNY Peacepolitical ends. This example provide decoys with the at­ the present administration has clearinghouse for local. peace ·Center and the Center for
reminds us that the debate tacking missiles and nullify activities. ,produced an accompanying Justice. -
over nuclear weapons cannot any possible ABM. Thus, in proliferation of antinuclearbe left to politicans, but must 1972 a separate but important Whether Center for Justice, 2278 Maingroups. neighbor­ Sierra Club Radioactive Waste 
- and has, now - become treaty: no ABMs. , hood-based or organized along St., Buffalo,. N.Y. 14214; phone Campaign, 78 Elmwood---Ave.,public issue. Multiple Warheads and In­ educational, professional or 838-4910. Buffalq, N.Y. "14201; phoneIn 1962, Premier Khrushchev stability Created iQ 1973 by thereligious lines, they are all 884-1000. · 
attempted to restore, From 1970 to the present united by a common goal : en­ Western New York Leadership An arm of the Sierra Club
somewhat, that actual im­ day, while both sides are Conference of Womending the arms race. concerned with the effects ofbalance that was heavily in limited by treaty to approx­ The following list of Religious. Has researc;h/action nuclear waste. At the forefrontAmerica's favor by installing imately 1,000 ICBMs, the have organizations in the Buffalo programs on disarmament, EI of the movement to clean up
small short-ranged missi~es in found ways to place multiple metropolitan area aives some . Salvadore, the environment, West Valley. Produces slideCuba which, being 90 miles off warheads, each with - its own indication of the level of pro­ legislative lobbying; justice • shows, a newspaper The Waste 
our shores, would transform H-bomb, each aimed at dif­ education and corporifetest taking place locally. The Paper, and many fact sheets.
them into strategic weapons. f~rent targets, on a single first four, with permanent ad­ responsibility. C,o-sponsors Focuses largely on nuclearBefore he could do this, Ken- · missile, so that it is impossible dresses and full-time staff, are monthly Peace Breakfast with utilities; overlap with weapons
nedy threatened an invasion of to know how many attacking listed · out of alphabetical the Pe.-ce Center. Has a 1row­ industry since ·over 90% of allCuba and forced him to back warheads there are by coun­ order, being valuable resource ing lendln1 library of print radioactive waste Is produced 
1 Hawn. Kennedy was able to · tlnt • the number of .. missile 
-and Information centers. ma(erlaJ4 .and A-V respun:~s. by military. -
risk a mllitary confrontation liiunchers on the ground. And Hosts local c~pters of Pax 
with Russia because the U.S. · furthermore, by multiplying We1tern -New Yori& Peace Christi, Network and ESR. · Eduuton for Social 1....-po,~sed an overwhelming . the effect of each missile this Center, 4-40 Leroy Ave., Buf- lnterf Ith Peace · Coalition 
continued on ,,.,e 11 
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Nuclea~F-· p_eton·alion s~~enarfo:,. 
When,_The)Bo_rnb Blasts Buffalo 
Editor's Note: Ground Zero, a 
local . pro-freeze prganiiation 
has described what would hap-
pen if a 20-megaton bomb were 
dropped over downtown Bui-
falo. 
City Hall to 1.5 miles 
In a fireball of intense heat 
and blinding light, buildings 
and structures within 6 miles 
of ground zero are reduced in-
stantly to molten slag and rub-
ble, killing thousands, This 
area stretches from Sheridan 
Park in Tonawanda, to 
Thruway ' exit 52 in 
Cheektowaga, to the furthest 
edge of Lackawanna, Fort Erie 
and Crystal Beach. All people 
in this ,area are now dead, 
vaporized or f>urnf l:iy tlie''in-
cinerating fireball; or- crushed 
by the shock wave and the 
winds of up to 300 
mph. .. within 20 seconds. 
1.5 to 6.0 miles 
A 20-megaton bomb is drop­
ped near . ground level over 
Buffalo City Hall and Niagara 
Square. Immediately, a power­
ful surge of voltage is p'roduc­
ed by _the radiation . Power 
lines, antennas, and electrical 
circuits·are knocked out within 
many miles. Newspapers spon­
taneously ignite and burn 
within 25 · miles of City Hall. 
Niagara Square, Children's 
Hospital, Roswell Park, the 
Naval Park and the entire 
waterfront area dis.appear in a 
burst of light. Everything in the 
downtown area, the streets 
and highways, the earth itself, 
and all living _ things are 
vaporized leaving a crater 
several hundred feet 
Religious Gp. La-ments Mi Iit-arization 
continued from page 5 · $33 billion added to military it will b'e. nearly impossible to 
to live for God may yet see the 
day when swords will be 
beaten into plowshres; when 
tools of. death may be con-
verted into tools of life. To 
choose life will always involve 
risk, but we must take risks 
again and again so that God's 
plan may be brought closer to 
fruition. 
The prophets of the Bible 
will have preached for naught 
if all they have done is raise 
our consciousness about the 
links between poverty.and y.ar. 
Aware(less is only' the first 
step. "Let us not love in world 
and speech," wrote the apostle 
.J.o~n. "bt.1~ , ill deed · and in 
truth." (I John 3:17) Now is the 
time to tak'e risks with Cod for 
peace and justice, before the 
next generation of weapons is 
built with the very blood of 
this generation. 
The Strugle for a Fair Budget 
The budget policies ·of. the 
Reaga11 Administration 
deep•cuts in humao neeos pro-
grams and .the largest 
peacetime military build-up in 
the nation's history - are 
leading the country to certain 
economic misery and probable 
nuclear disaster. Consider the · 
budget strategy for the next 
three years: 
F;scal Year 198i 
, S35-40 billipn cut tro·m 
social proarams , 
S40 billlon added to military 
budget · 
'I 
Fi~I Year 1913 
S3o:40' billion tut from 
soc;ial J>JQ&.r~.ITI! 
deep... All within se~onds 
• · 
6 to 10 miles 
The blast wave flattens all 
b~.t . the st~ongest buildings 
within 10 miles. In Lakeview, 
Orchard Park, Lancaster 
Amherst and Grand Island th~ 
blast wave, 1"80 mph winds'and 
raging nfires almost'" total 
casualties with at least(50% of 
the petfple 'dead· an'cf 40% i·n­
jured. SL.irvj~ors crawl>fi orn the 
wrecked homes to a flrelit ter­
r~r. Power·is out. Gas lines rup­
ture and explode, flames 
spread quickly, unchecked. -
Rising overhead is a dark 
mushroom cloud, already over 
12 miles in diameter. It blots 
..opt the sun, turning day into a 
rughtm-arish 'riigl'i t: Those· few 
who survive die from burns or 
within six months, from ex~ 
poslire to radiation. 
10 miles and-~n.. . 
Even at 20 miles from 
ground zero, in Angola, Alden, 
Akron, Lockport, Niagara Falls 
· and Port Colborne, 50% of the 
people are killed or injured by 
direc't thermal radiation and 
blast pressures. The initial 
fireball can cause at least 
second-degree burps ·in expos­
ed human l:>eings at a distance 
of 28 miles from the epicenter, 
City Hall . 
WNY Devastation 
Everywhere ·fires spread. 
Everywhere there is hysteria as 
people try to find medical aid 
for themselves and their 
famili~s . Included in the 
destruction are 7o-80% of the 
cit'ies physicians, as well as the 
seve're damaging of hospitals, 
budget 
The direct trade-offs 
represented by these figures 
demand that those who are 
fighting the cuts in social pro­
grams and those who are strug­
gling against the arms race 
make common cause with one 
another in the years to come. . 
Concerned religious people 
·can play a leading role in this 
important process of coalition 
building, not because we can 
paternalistically speak for the 
poor, but because the choices 
our nation faces are embodied 
in the life of each congrega­
tion. Our young people don't 
need the draft, they need jobs. 
Our older people don't need 
new weapons of overkill, they 
need better housing at affor­
dable prices. Our working peo­
pie can' t live with the infla­
tionary effects of mi litary 
spending, they need a living 
wage. Our sick members don't 
need cruise missiles, theyneed 
affordable health care. Our 
children don't need neutron 
bombs, they need better 
schools. None of us need the 
MX Missile, we need an effi­
cient mass transit system. 
To bring together different 
groups whicn have grown used 
to working in isolation will in-
volve ·hard work, yet we must 
build grassroots alliances bas­
ed on shared interests if we are 
to reach out effectively to an 
even broader audience. 
Without a strong foundation of 
"concern, · encompassing many 
different constituencies inside 
a.nd.Ws.ide_our conareaations, 
l ' 
I' 
implement _God's demands for 
peace and justice. 
We will also need to begin 
thinking about local strategies · 
for bringing.greater pressure to 
bear upon the White House 
and Congress, to effectively 
issue a broad-based challenge 
to the war that · has been 
declared against the poor and · 
powerless. Our voices can be 
raised in a variety of ways·: 
public forums and hearings, 
med.a appearances, vigils and 
rallies, and by letters to 
newspapers and legislators. 
Each local group must develop 
its own approach. ,. 
Fight the Squeeze With the 
Freeze 
One of the most, practical 
ways to defend . ourselves 
against the onslaught of the 
Reagan budget is by actively 
supporting tile Nuclear 
Weapon Freeze Campaign. The 
Freeze Campaign has a.lready 
attracted a· great deal of sup­
port within the American 
religious community. A grow­
ing body of synagogues and 
churches, labor union,s 
academic commitees, senior 
citizen organizations, and 
Black and Hispanic organiza­
tions, among many others, 
have joined together to· en­
dorse the main call of the cam­
•paign: that the United States 
and the Soviet Union should 
adopt a mutual Freeze upon 
the testinI,1,production •,and 
deployment of new nuclear 
,wea~ns; aAd the.·bombers·ahd 
m·issiles that carry them, ,as a 
pharmacies, clinics, and 
medical .. supply and drug 
stores. The total combination 
of factors will leave · the 
medical response to this in­
credible disaster very inade-
·quate. 
For up to hundreds of miles 
away, depending" upon wind 
patter11s, , the nature of the 
bomb, and other factors, radia­
tion .kills, thou$a11ds more. The 
radiation is spread by ,a million 
tons of contaminated soil par­
ticles and debris drifting away 
from the blast area. If the wind 
is blowing at 15 mph, fallout of 
' lethal intensity will descend in 
a plume about 150 m. l~ng and 
15 m. wide.. Fallout of sub­
. lethal but still serious intensity 
will extend another 150 miles 
down'wind. Millions more pe~­
ple will be affected by· fallout 
over a period of days and 
weeks, A portion of the fallout 
rises high into the earth's at­
mosphere, circulates around 
the earth, and then, over mon­
_ths or · years, -descends, con-
taminating the surface of the 
globe; although at much 
weaker doses. 
A nuclear detonation also 
causes a chemical reaction 
within the earth's atmosphere, 
then depletes or destroys the 
ozone layer. This crucial layer 
shields the earth's surface 
from the lethal levels of ultra-
violet radiation .- A nuclear 
disaster would leave all living 
things exposed to these lethal 
rays. For many of those who 
survive, the recovery, if there is 
any, and if it can be called· 
that, will be long and painful, 
perhaps " With permanent 
disal>ility.· 
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The concentric circles in this map delineate the areas of destruction 
described in the article. 
Organizing... 
continued from page 10 
·sibility (ESR), c/o Center for 
Justice, 838-491 O.. 
Newly-formed chapter of na­
tional group of parents and 
educators working for arms 
reduction through community 
action. Responds to students' 
nuclear-age fears by encourag- . 
ing discu~sion and introducing 
relevent c;,urric1.4la into the 
classroom. 
first step toward peace. 
For the first time in 35 years 
the US and USSR have about 
the same strength in nuclear 
forces. A rough balance now 
exists that may never exist 
again, a balance at which we 
can call the arms race to an 
even- halt. Our moment of op­
portunity will . not last long 
·because a new generation of 
weapons is already in the 
works. The US, for example, is 
about to begin a 15 year pro­
gram to build 17,000 more 
warheads. Amutual agreement 
between the two superpowers 
is desperately needed to break 
this deadly momen~um. It can 
only .happen •if ,we can ctseate 
enough popular support for 
the Freeze. 
Can we trust the Soviets? 
The Freeze does not depend on 
trust . To help· · prevent 
cheating, each nation can_rely 
on existing verification 
methods. Our satellites, for ex­
ample, are so sensitive that 
they can read a license plate in 
:Moscow. The .US and USSR 
have signed 14. constructive 
and long-lasting arms ·control 
agreements which have not 
been violated by either coun­
try. Current discussions with 
Soviet representatives indicate 
that they would give . the 
Freeze serious consideration. 
It .is time to stop guessing 
whether the Soviets would 
violate this important agree-
ment. We must put fo,ward an 
lnttiative •that ,would tihallenge ,, , -A•~i-na.&H>nal ,, educational 
them to ohbose between.peace organization ~ith 
and• further preparations 'for 
war. co.mmunity. 
~IIIIU0.,$1- Opini,oltO 
·• member­
ship of students, faculty and 
Pa,e ·---
Erie County Nuclear Freeze 
Coalition, c/o Sierra Club, 
884-1000.-
Grassroots action and lobby­
ing group working for adoption 
of nuclear freeze. Successfully 
initiated passage of freeze 
resolution in Buffalo Common 
Council. 
Ground Zero, 878-~900. •. 
-A non-partisan , · non­
advocacy organization 
devoted to public ed1,1cation 
on the threat of nuclear war. 
Conducts opinion polls, and is 
currently hosting a program of 
Pentagon-type war games call ­
ed "Firebreaks". 
Ken-Ton Peace Pilgrims, c/o 
Church of Nativity, 875-3365. 
(ask for Kay Woike or Dan 
Schifeling} 
An interfaith religious group 
who hold a monthly Peace 
Vigil at the corner of Delaware · · 
Ave. and Delaware Rd. and -a 
monthly Prayer. for Peace at 
different churches. 
No Nukes Club, Mt. Mercy 
Academy, 825-8796. 
An extracurricular high 
school club! cor.i(&:erned with 
studying the nuclear issue and 
sharing the knowledge with 
parents and peers. Activist as 
well as educational . 
Physicians for Social Respon­
sibility (PSR), 894-4352. 
A national organization of 
physicians, dentists and 
medical students, concerned 
with the medical hazards of 
nuclear weapons and war. 
Recently sponsored a lecture 
series, "Nuclear Issues for 
Health Professionals", at U.B. 
Medical School. Will be 
presenting films during Ground 
Zero Week (April 24-30) -
watch for posters. 
United Campuses to Prevent 
Nuclear War (UCAM), 
831 -2969. 
--
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1.050 MIRVED CIIM'S AND 
SUIM'S REPLACE EMLIEA 
..... •···\MtSSk.ES, ADONl 5.550 
AL.CM. TOMAHAWK. MX. Are lhe Russians toniing? GLCM. PERSHING 2 
,.... continued from pagf! 7 These . treaties have helped $207 billion. 
PLUS 950 
SLBM S 
IMPAO\IEO SS-11 
AND SS-19 
maintain the peace. A former t..•···· 1968 Non-Proliferation Trea­
ty - an agreement to senior official of ;the CIA,. Dr. 
930 MIRVED ICBM'S prevent the spread of Herbert Sc;oville, Jr. wrote: :r•ble 1:,.,,,..__. 
IIIEPlACE EARLIER nuclear weapons to Milit•ry Expenditures bti11111te.... MCSSII..ES. AOOINO " . .. the ABM (anti-ballistic
4 .0DOWUI-EADS 1979 .other countries. missile) treaty... has done.. 1972 Strategic Arms Limita­ (Bf/lions) 
tion Talks (SALT I) - more to enhance our security 
limited antiballistic and reduce the risk of war than · By NATO Warsaw 
'-·
. 1 
i 
le 
! 
~ 
.... missiles to two sites all the, thousands of new (later reduced to one) in missiles and warheads we .have 
each country and procured in th~ -la~t ten yearslimited the offensive 
forces on each side. at a cost of billions of dollars." j•ooo 1974 "Threshold Test Ban (MX, Prescriptic;m . for Disaster, 
Treaty - . limited 1981).
un<!erground tests to.a 
maximum of 150 2. The Caps are Coming · 
kilotons (signed but not The myth that "the Russians3,000 ratified by the U.S. -I are coming" takes concretethus far both sides are 
abiding by the provi­ form in the clajm of gaps in1 700 ICBM S 
ANO SLBMS 
2.100 B-525 AEPLACf/ sions). military strength. These are us-· 
AND B-47S I 700 BOMBERS 1979 Strategic Arms Limita­ ed to convince Congress and2.000 
tio'n- Talks (SALT II) -u s the public to accept increasesfurther limited the of- in military budllets. Here are a
' .' ,· \ f.e11siv.f f,orci~ · Q.f .eac~ . , , 
side (signed but not ·few·ex.am'pl~s·irtlie' gaps't~at 
1,000 ratified by the U.S. - appeared and disappearec;j: 
thus far both sides are 
abiding by the· provi­ The Bomber Gap sions). 
In 1955, the Air ForceIn any case, compliance
,,.. 1965 predicted that Mos-cow1970 1975 
""' with these treaties does not de­
"could" produce 600 to 800 
PROPELLER BOMBERS JET BOMBERS INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILES COUNTERFORCE SYSTEMS pend solely on good faith. As Bisons and Turboprop Bears by 
stated previQusly, ,the U.S. hasFram Scientific Americ~n November ·t 982 1959. The U.S. quickly expand­its own national means of 
ed its strategic • bomber forceHISTOR\" Of l 'H[ SL"cU: AR-AR'.\tS RA. CE kt•Utll llilt t..S. lllnl• ,. nd, (MIiiry, •nuil: 111, Wllril ~ aH '" tlM 1;.S. ..i 
...... 111, t :S .S.R. i:!. lratcd It)' lllnt- lWO tUn'C°'- Tiu ~mkll laa,i, nJM't• ..1111, Nft .... for lilt l,.S.S.R. ,\ ■ tte:IN.r-wn,.. ''"" ..... fan- verification . to· about 600 B-52s and more 
than 1,500 B-47s. Today, it has A'·'·'·N''u'clea',•·s'a"in}zda·i.:"•'"cold War · been established that the 
Soviet . Union never possessed. 
as many . as 300 strategic
continued from page 7 bombers. The real gap wasFueled by U.S. Offensive 
t. just visited the United States,
f and had gone to great lengths 
to demonstrate his commit-
ment to peaceful coexistenceI 
- including the sacrifice ofl previously close Soviet ties to China. * Tm Soviet leadership 
r expected some response in 
return to preserve the momen-
tum toward the• Paris summit. 
When ,Eisenhower instead 
foolishly justified the spy mis- · 
sions, the Paris talks collapsed. 
The significance of the U.S. 
overflights t9 !,the Soviet Union 
was symbolic . They 
represented a contemptuous 
expression of the United 
States' technological superiori-
United States has traditionally 
seen new. strategic weapons as 
bargaining counters to force 
the Soviet Union to ratify the 
permanence of the postwar im­
balance of military and 
political power. In fact, until 
1965-66, the Soviet Union did 
not , have any real ability to 
reach l)merican territory, while 
the United States could reach 
·any. part of the Soviet Union. 
In this respect it is incorrect to 
speak of a "new" nuclear 
danger facing Europe; the 
logic of the· arms · race from 
1949 onward 'has always meant 
that Western Europe would be 
the only real hostage of an 
ty over the U.S.S.R., which had ; atomic war. The United States 
existed since 1945 . The 
American refusal to disown 
these violations of interna-
tional law during the 1960 
" thaw" signified Washington's 
rejection of any equality in the 
negotiation process, a posture 
that rendered disarmament 
talks in a new situation futile . 
Khrushchev wrote later in his 
memoirs: "As far as we were 
concerned, this sort of es-
pionage was war - war waged 
by other means 
: . Americans ... were using 
military means . And they 
couldn't hide behind their 
technology forever."** 
The U-2 - episode happened 
almost a generation ago, but 
the essential American ap-
' proach to disarmament re-
mains the same. Successive 
U.S. administrations · have 
made the preservation of a 
clear military-technological 
lead over the U.S.S.R. the 
precondition to any serious 
negotiation. Lo9king at this 
from another angle, every 
significant new technology of 
nuclear warfare - nuclear-
missile submarines, multiple 
independently targetable re-
entry vehicles (MIRVs), cruise . 
missiles, the neutron bomb and 
so on ....:. has been introduced 
Into the arms race by the 
J.lnited States. Rather than 
v1ewfog the negotiation pro-
c;ess as one of preventing the 
development of f1,.irther 
systems of annihilation, the · 
was comparatively safe, and 
this is why the Kennedy 
brothers could so confidently 
threaten military actions dur­
ing the dark days of the Cuban 
missile crisis. 
Following the•fa'ilure of the 
Paris summit, the U.S.S.R. 
made several unsuccessful at­
. tempts to revive the ·disarma­
ment process. If these in­
itiatives had succeeded, the 
world could have been spared 
the great arms race of the next 
deqades, and ;the superpowers 
might have achieved some 
reasonable stabilization of 
their mutual defense systems. 
But as Khrushchev had been 
forced to learn twice through 
the bitter experiences of the 
U-2 and Cuban crises, the only 
chance of getting serious 
, negotiations under way was to 
show the United States that 
"they couldn't hide behind 
their technology forever ." 
Thus the new Soviet leader­
ship, in the aftermath of the 
Cuban ultimatum and the 
breakdown of diplomatic over­
tures~ ·decided to pursue the 
massive national effort re­
qu.ired to attain a credible 
deterrent capability. It was on­
. ly in the late 1960s ijnd early 
' 1970s, while the United States 
was mire<Uri. Vietn_a.m, that the 
U.S.S.R. finalfy . acqu.ired the 
means for large-scale nuclear 
retaliation against the con­
tinental United States. This 
change in the military-
A-~iu1,· .11.·•., I •\ ,i, , ' " •• '>•• ••"ti 
...., IIMM <>p1ii10,i . Ai;,1.-20;·1,a:r · 
about five to one favoring thetechnological balance of U.S.power, combined with the ef­
fects of the U.S. defeat in In­ The Missile Gap dochina and the Watergate In 1957, following the laun­scandal, indu.ced a major 
ching of Sputnik, · Congres­alteration in the American at­
sional and Intelligence Age~­titude toward disarmament 
cies estimated that the Sovietstalks . Suddenly it became 
"co1,1ld" build 1,000 ICBMs bypossible to hav.e dialogue with 1961. In 1962, the actual Soviet godless Communists and even 
force was , ~~til'J'!.a~ed ~ 7i~1 In .to sign an8 ratify 'Si4.LT I. · the meantjme, the missile
, Finally, it is imp6rtant to ap­
"gap" was used to support theprecia'te how the legacy.of the 
expansion of U.S. land-basedU-2 epoch is likely to have a 
missiles to over 1,100. very different weight .for the 
Soviet and American leader­ The Spending Gap 
,ships. fn the twenty years since In Feb. 1981, . PresidentPowers was shot down, the Reagan stated that "since 1970 U.S. administration has chang­
1 the Soviet Union has investeded completely several times. In $300 billion more i.ii its military all probability, neither. Gerald force than we have." This isFord nor Jimmy Carter - still 
simply not · true. The CIAless Ronald Reagan today - · 
estimated · the cost of thehave -any recollection of the Soviet armed forces on the ' history of the U-2s and the 
same basis as the eost of run­decade of deliberate American 
ning the 'U.S. military system.intimidation of the Soviet Under this ludicrous •·accoun-defense system. The current 
. ting, when a Pentagon contrac­Soviet leadership, on -the other 
tor has a cost overrun, Soviethand, remembers these events 
military spending increases aonly too clearly. While 
corresponding amount. Everythese men's perceptions of 
time Congress votes a pay raise American policy_may well not for the U.S. soldier, the U.S.be.entire!" c;orrect, they are in­ government's version of Sovietcorit.~~~•Ji.ly grounded in ~ 
military ekpehditures also goes much longer and more solid up. .personal experience than the 
Table 1 compares the 1979perception of Soviet policy by 
estimates of military expen­the current Administration in ditares of NATO and the War­Washington. . 
saw Pact as estimated by tw~ 
• In September 1959 the bombard-· independent sources ·and by
ment of Quemoy and Matsu began, the U.S. Government. 
and Eisenhower promised full support 
to the Kuominfang to repulse a Chinese Jn~eed, the Secretary of 
attack. including the use of nuclear . Defense reported to Congress 
weapons. Khrushchev, despite the uFg­ in 1981 that NATO (including
ing of the Chinese leadership, never­ t.he O.'S.) ha~.ou.tspent the War­the less refused to cancel his trip to the 
saw Pact (including the USSR)Un~ted Stat!!S, and when he later 
visited Peking for the tenth anniversary in' every year of the 1970s for a · 
of the Chinese Revolution. he was total gap in NATO's 'favor ·of 
Pa·ct 
SIPRI 5218.6 5127.2 
WMSE 5218.1. 5127.5 
U.S Gov. 5212.5 , 5210.7 . 
Source: Ruther Leger Sivard, World 
Military and Social Expenditures, 
1982) 
The Current Gap 
Today, the government 
claims that the Soviet Union 
could strike . first, destroying 
our land-based missiles. T-his 
alleged weakn'ess in our 
defense has been labelled the 
"window· of vuln'erab'ilitv':'•''(~ 
fact, this is an issue only for 
.those who would preserve the 
option of launching a first 
strike · by our· land-based 
missiles. 
The !.'window of vulnerabili­
ty" is as bogus as the "gaps" 
were before it. In-this case, it is 
. used to support deployment of · 
the first-strike MX missile. In 
any case, our ret~liatory.forces 
from bombers and submarines 
remain secure from -any at­
tacks. ,(Union of Concerned 
Scie·ntists, Th~ Myth of 
Vulnerability, 1982) 
Do the Soviets Want Peace? 
Regardless of how one may 
feel a.bout this question, there 
is objective evidence on which 
to form a judgment. 
The Soviet Union already 
supports a n~clear fr~eze . 
· The Soviet Union has 
already ple4ged a ,r;iq-.fir$t ~s~ 
of nuclear weaP.ons. . . · 
The Soviet Union is for a 
Comprehehsive lest Ban. 
The · Soviet Union ratified 
Salt 11. . 1 
The Sovi~t Union has pro­
posed a staged 25% reduction 
in all nuclear weapons. 
, The United Nations· General 
Assembly, on Dec. 12, 1982, 
adopted a resolution calling .on · 
the U.S. and the USSR to stop 
making weapons and fis­
sionable -matter and to agree 
to halt the deployment ·of 
nuclear arms and to ban 
weapons tests. The vote was 
119 to 17, with 5 abstentions. 
Only the U.S. and its NATO 
al I ies voted no. (NYT, 12/13/82). 
On Dec. -9th, a resol!Jtiop call­
ing for a treaty 9utlawing all 
nucleai: explosions was 
adopted ·by. a vote Bf 111 n~ 
tions to, 1, with 35 ~b~te'htio'r\s. 
Only the U.S. voted no.. (NYT, 
12/10/82). 
.The United. States govern­
m~nt refuses to support afly of 
these peace initiatives. If not 
for Washington, a world-wide 
nuclear freeze would be in ef­
fect· today. · 
1·n - the age of " nuclear­
weapons · differences in social 
systeri)s must be resolved by 
non-mil.itary means, - by 
negotiation, not by confronta-
tion. .. 
given an unfriendly reception and cust 
his visit short: FUND RAISER FOR THE 
• • -·Khrushchev Remembers, pp. 
446-47. After the Powecs flight, the 
United States ceased U-2 flights over 
the Soviet Union because it was clear N·UCLEAR FREEZEthat Soviet.missiles could now destroy 
them. But it did not repudiate the prac- · . · 
tice ~f overt.survei_llance,~and in fact MUSIC BY. BUF.FALO FRI-ENDS OF Fa• K 
continued U-2 fhahts over Cuba, '. . · ' •l"-
!(orea~ietnam and"«;hjjjj:-TJHIUsday, --A-PRIL-•·3OTH---€HtlRCH ~rA-SCENC. ·ON 
the _United States 11!mains· the 1 onfy • · ' • · " ' •-~ 1 ·• · • - •· " ,, •• ,.1,. ·c .. . •. , •. 
count~ in t~e world that -: despite its LINWOOD & NORTH - 8 p M ,
PQSsess,on of space satellites ,- . still ·, • • 
mainta_ins a program of such fli1hts $3 QO D 
over the territory of othe, cou~tries. • ONATlON 
Rep_.· Downey Critici.zes·R~agan's Untruthf_ulness 
continued from page 1 . 
(13) Completed deployment of the a str<!tegic force hundreds of times (5) Submarine )Ind anti-submarine withdrew them because we recognized Reagan administration which refusesl Minuteman I, ttle -world's 'first solid more effective than their predecessors. warfare: U.S. massively superior. their dubious military utility . to seriously negotiate strategic arms. fuel ICBM. Except for the unsuccessful It is true that the· Soviet Union has (6) Airlift:Ju .S. massively superior . 
· As '. for our missile submarines, . The Soviets are not ahead, nor doSS-13, the Soviets have yet to deploy or 
. also raced, and overall it has made • 
successfully test a solid-fuel ICBM. (7) land forces: Soviets superior. although their deployment rate is they perceive themselves as ahead. On more progress in the last 20 years than (8) Combat resilience: U.S. superior almost quadruple that of their Soviet the contrary, they see· the Reagan(14) Replaced half the Minuteman Is we have. But this is because it started due to Soviet overdependel)ce on ,cep­ counterparts, none has ever been lost defense program as seeking to createwith more advanced Minuteman lls. from a lower baseline. To whatever ex­ tralized control. at sea, or disabled, or late returning U.S. strategic superiority - whatever(15) Replaced the -rem'aining tent this sterile comparison has mean­ I (9) Psychologcial warfare: U.S. far in- from. patrol. Soviet performance in that may mean. I have no insideMinuteman Is with 'Minuteman Ills. • ing, the Soviet strategic forces were in­
Minuteman Ill was,. by a five ·year ferior because of inaccurate submarine safety, in contrast, has been knowledge of Kremlin thought, but all ferior-to ours twenty· years ago, and re­ statements by present and former U.S. horrendous. logic and all presently availablemargin, the world's . first MIRV ICBM - main so today. (Editor's Note: see graph gqvemment officials which have exag- evidence argues that the Sovietand is far more•resistant to 11uclear ef­ p. 12) 1 gerated Soviet strength and minimized 11 . MISSILE SUBMARINE PROCUREMENT response to the Reagan defense pro­fects 'than its predeceSSO!S,, U.S. strength.... gram will not be greater amenability t'j'(16) Replaced the warheads on a ma­ 3. MILITARY SPfNDINC President Reagan:· "The Soviet negotiations but rather an augmentedjority of the Minuteman Ills with the 6. NUMBERS OF ICBMs Union put to sea 60 new ballistic strategic program of their own. new Mark 12A, which -has double the President Reagan: . "'Our defense, 
missile submarines in the last 15 years . explosive power of its predecessor but spending . . . went, downward through President · ~eagan: "The S.oviet Until last year we, had not commission­retains the same size .an2 weight. The much of the -1970s. The defense share Union has deployed a third more land· ed one in that same period." · Mark 12A is far superior to any Soviet of our United States federal budget has 15. ARMS REDUCTIONbased intercontinental ballistic Fact: True, because the ships we hadwarhead in terms of explosive power gbne way down too. In ·spite of a missiles than we have." were more than good enough. ynlessper pound. ·stagnating Soviet economy, Soviet President Reagan: "We will moder­Fact: This is true, but only because bankruptcy is our goal, we don't build(17) Doubled the accuracy of the leaders invest 12 to 14 percent of their nize our military in' order to keep theof a major deficiency in Soviet weapons for the sake of building them; Minuteman ·111 . Against hard targets, country's GNP in. military spending, balance for peace, but wouldn't it bestrategic ,forces. We -~ave a well­ we build them because we need them, this is equivalent to . quadrupli.ng the two to three times 'the level we invest." better if we both simply reduced ourbalanced three-armed deterrent of and we didn't need more or newer
number of missiles, or to octupling the Fact: . . . Mr. Reagan's statement is arsenals to a much lower level/ OurICBMs, submarine-launched mi~siles, missile subma'rines. 
explosive power of the warheads. misleading, for the following reasons: and bombers; each contributing about The ·measure of a missile proposals would eliminate some 4,700 (189) Tripled the hardness of (1) He ignores the contribution of our one-third of our strategic striking warheads and some 2,250 missiles. Isubmarine's capability is how well itMinuteman silos. allies. <;:orrecting for this error alone, power. (Editor's note: Although the think that would be quite a service tocan remain at sea undetected.(19) Installed a system' for rapid we find. our military spending to have Soviets have more ICBMs than we do, mankind." Our submarines remain at sea more
remote retargeting of Minuteman. exceeded that of the other side by over ICBMs are the most vulnerable of the Fact: Arms control is a service tothan 55 percent of the time. The newerUnder a worst-case situation, this S200 billion over the l;ist decade. three basing modes.) The Soviets, in mankind to the extent that it reducesSoviet ships can do no better than 15
would improve the effectiveness of our (2) He ignores the fact that the gross contrast, have about 75 percent of · the probability of nuclear war, reducespercent.
missiles huni:lreds of times, by ensuring national product of the Western their strategic striking power, and a the expense of the arms race, and/orOur ships are far more immune tothat they are directed to the highest- - alliance is approximately three times much higher proportion of their alert reduces the damage which would oc­detection. In fact, consider our ten
value targets. that of the Soviet Union. striking power, concentrated in their cur in a nuclear war. let us evaluateoldest missile' submarines, which have · (4) The chronological comparison of ICBMs. This places them at a severe the Reagan arms control and nationalbeen recently retired because we judg­Command, control, and strategy defense spending as a percent of the disadvantage in that almost all their security .program by these yardsticks: ed it not worth keeping them up. If yougovernment budget is faulty in that the 
. eggs are in one basket. But of course (1) The probability of nuclear war were to take all ten ships and run them(20) Progressively upgraded our com­ method qf counting the federal budget that basket therefore is larger than the depends, not upon the balance bet­side by , side, they would make less 
puter capacity to deal with complex was changed during the ·Johnson Ad­ corresponding U.S. basket and can be ween the total strategic forces of thenoise than one of the newest and 
wartime pr.oblems. - .. mini~tratlon. In 1962,3'-e did not count two sides, but upon the balance bet­so cited out of context... quietest-Soviet nuclear ballistic missile (21) Deployed the E-4A (Boeing 747) Social Security as part of the govern­ submarines. More to the point, none of ween the first-strike war-initiating 
airborne command post, for which ment budget; today we do. . 8. U.S. STIIATEGIC BOMBERS our ships has ever been detected by the forces versus the second-strike war­
there is no Soviet equivalent. · deterring retaliatory forces in both4. MILITARY BALANCE Soviets.. (22) Begun deployment of the E-4B, a President Reagan: "For 20 years, the directions. Under the Reagan plan, the 
747-based airborne command post President Reagan: "Today, in virtual­ United -States has deployed no new 14. WILLINGNESS TO NEGOTIATE strategic ballistic missile forces of the 
two sides would be made up of MX andhardened against nuclear effects. ly every measure of military power the ·strategic· bombers." 
(23) Continually evolved 'and improv­ Soviet Union enjoys a decided aovan- Fact: Not so. We have deployed 66 President Reagan : "Unless D5 Trident II missiles, which arewe 
weapons primarily designed for firsted our.nuclear war plans. Unfortunate­ tage." . . FM-11A strategic bombers, which are demonstrate the will to rebuild our 
ly, security classificatjon preveqts Fact: This statement is so far from .more modern than any deployed strength and restore the military strike. The ratio of ICBM warheads to 
specific discussion of this in• a public the tfuth that it seems to have embar­ Soviet bomber ... balance, the Soviets, since they are so ICBM launchers - a key measure of 
. ICBM vulnerability - would be six toforum. But I urge every Member of rassed the White House spokesmen, far ahead, have little incentive to 
one, which is higher than it is today. Congress to spend a day at SAC head­ who the next day sought to soften and 10. INTERMEDIATE-RANCE LAND-BASED negotiate with us. " Thus. under the Reagan program. thequarters in Omaha and receive the full equivocate on it.Very briefl_y,.here is a MISSILES Fact: The Soviets are already willing probability of nuclear war would bebriefing on United States nuclear war summary of the military balance: to negotiate. They have indicated will­ higher than it is today. plans. You will find that what we ac­ A. Strategic forces: ingness to accept a mutual andPresident Reagan: "The Soviet (2) START would not impair the MX,tually plan to do in a war makes a good (1) Manned bombers: U.S. far verifiable freeze on the testing, pro­Union now has 600 of the missiles con­ Trident II, B-1 , Stealth, or cruise missile deal more sense than the drivel we super/or. . duction, and deployment of nuclearsidered most threatening by both sides programs. Thus, it will not save any of sometimes hear in Washington. I also (2) Submarine-launched missiles: weapons; the Administration has refus­
- the interrqediate range missiles bas­ the taxpayers' money. wish that Mr. Andropoy and his. col­ U.S. superior. ed. The Soviets have indicated stronged on land. ;We have nqne. The U.S. (3) While ST.ART woul<j force reduc­leagues woul~f•receive the same brief­ (3) ICBMs: Soviets superior. interest .in the Core plan for -elimina­withdrew its intermediate range land­ tions in · the numbers of Cjleploveding. It would leave no doubt in their (4) Strategic defense: Soviets tion of destabilizing weapons; the Ad­based missiles from Europe almost 20 ballistic missiles and warheads on
minds that the consequences of superior, but capability on both sides is ministration has not. The Soviets have years ago." . them, it would permit an increase i~
nuclear retaliation by the United States relatively low. signed SALT 11 and are willing to ratifyFact: Nobody who can do the most the total destructive power of the 
against the Soviet Union would be so 8. Tactical forces: it; the Administration refuses to do thebasic damage calculations considers world's strategic arsenals. This is 
dreadful that nothing could possibly (1) Tactical airpower: U.S . substan­ same. these weapons 'to be of any military because it sets no limit on deployedjustify their starting a nuclear war. tially superior. significance. An intermediate-range · In no sense do I mean to critize my throw-weight which can be translated 
'reconnaissance:(2) Aerial U.S. missile is simply an ICBM without in­ o·wn country and praise the Soviet into explosive power, and it sets no 
Overview massively superior. . government, is a vicioustercontinental range. The subtraction which · limit on the payload, aircraft numbers, (3) Sea-based airpower: U.S. massive­ of these missiles from the Soviet force authoritarian state under which no ra­ or wartiead numbers of manned 
Even this very superficial examina­ ly superior. would not perceptibly decrease Soviet tional person would.wish to live. I am bombers. (SALT 11 does all these 
tion shows 23 maJor and significant­ (4) Surface combatants: Soviets ability to devastate the nations of the not now criticizing my own country. things.)
steps we have taken in the strategic superior in short conflict, U.S. superior West. Corre:;pondingly, the addition of The public opinion polls, the various I would like to believe that START is 
arms race. These 23 steps have given us in long conflict. these weapons has not perceptibly freeze referenda, and the 1982 elec­ a service for mankind. I' would like to 
added to this ability. They are political ti~ns demonstrate beyond a shadow of hear Mr. Reagan explain precisely why 
rat.her than militarv weapons, and have a doubt that we as a nation are deter­ this is so. I would also like to hear him, 
continued from page 8 no effect other than that which U.S. of­ mined to have arms control. The pro­ ' or somebody in the Administration ex­
ficial · statements give them. blem is not the U.S. as a nation. It is . plain why they feel anything I have 
As for U.S. land-based IRBMs, we not the American people. It is the said here today is wrong. 
LaWyer5 Cu ; Id 
· Charter, which imposes a legal 
ciples reaffirmed by the Hague duty upon all states to refrain 
Convention · of 1907 whicn from the thr~at or use of force 
specifically _prohibits "wanton in international relations. 
and indiscriminate destruc-
tion"; THERFORE, BE IT RESOLV­
ED, that the threat or use of 
c. The Protocol for ·Prohibi- ' nuclear weapons is contrary to 
tion of the Use of War of the laws of humanity, the law? 
Asphyxiating, Poisonous or of war, the United Natio_ns 
Other Gases and of Charter the Nuremberg Prin­
Bacteriological Methods of ciples ~nd const_itutes a cri~e 
Warfare (1925) prohibits such against peace and · humanity; 
weapons, which are similar to and 
nuclear weapons in that they 
produce ·Jong lasting, BE IT FURTHER RE~OLVED, 
biological and environmental that the National Lawyers 
effects, and cause unnecessary Guild urges all nuclear 
and indiscriminate suffering weapons, states to ~ssume 
for innocent civilians and com-_ responsibility for rever.smg the 
batants alike; nuclear arms race· by e,ntering 
into serious, good faith 
d. The Nuremberg Principles bilateral and multilateral 
of 1946 which , make' the negotiations to -stop any fur· 
preparation, planning, in­ ther development and deploy­
itiating or ,waging ~f. a war qf ment of ·nuclear weapons; to 
ilggression a , "crime aaainst substa'ntially reduce existing 
peace"; nuclear weapons arsenals; and 
to join in formulating an inter­
' national convention fo~ the 
of 1948 which _· prohibits the complete elimination and pro­
murder, extermtnation or in­ hibition of all nude~r weapons­
tentional destruc;tlo.n in whole we as United States citizens 
e. The Genocide Convention 
-
,or in part of a national; ethnic, · have a special respo~sibility to, 
racial or rell1ious 1.roup; urge our government _to 
reverse its n,uclear arms policy 
f . The United Nations by adoptina these measur~s. 
I 
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continued from page 2MADness ... 
I 
- how much is enough? - it is destroy one or even two com­ bombs on top of each ICBM wartime conditions. Under there will be no practical limits 
better to be conservatfve to ponents of the Triad in a sur­ and SLBM. Cruise missiles are that _ assumption, of course, on the numbers of cruise 
err on the side · of safety." ' prise attack. Hence, each arm an even more exciting develop- there is still far too little for missiles which could be pro-: 
"These cakulations, then, of the U.S. retaliatory force ment; they are small; capable deterrence, not too much. Our duced.._Cruise missiles without 
underlay the American nuclear must be capable of riding out of being fired from any kind of hope is that a} ballistic and. warheads would be ideal for 
force buildup in the 1960's, an effective Soviet attack, and aircraft, submarine, surface cruise missiles become in­ Slingshot Deterrence. Or, alte_r­
and as' we will later see, are still deliver the assured ship or mobile land launcher; creasingly accurate, we mily natively, curise missiles armed 
still relevant to our argument destruction." yet _capable of flying soonbeabletosubstitutecon­ with nuclear warhead could be 
that American national securi­ "By now, one can see that a thousands of miles and deliver- ventional warheads on them provided to each and every · 
ty will be gravely damaged b¥ force of many thousands of ing nuclear warheads with and, with sufficient numbers, American household, thus 
a nuclear freeze, which would nuclear warheads, dispersed amazing accuracy, perhaps still be able to destroy at least diyersifying our deterrent 
prevent the sort of massive over a wide variety of delivery soon to within ten yards of 25% of the Soveit population structure and making it in­
buildup that we again need to systems, is necessary - not their targets . Mirvs are already and 50% of its industry. No vulnerable to a disarming first 
embark upon. Superficially, it merely 300. And of course, the deployed by U.S. forces, so doubt.this will require missiles strike. We might call this 
might be assumed on the basis matter doesn't end there. that our present force strut- numbering in the hundreds of potential · strategy: "Family 
of the calculations I have just Prudence further requires that ture consists of some 9000 thousands rather than tens of Deterrence." 
explained that a force of 300 we assume that many strategic nuclear warheads, far thousands." · - "Still another opcion could 
strategic nuclear weapons retaliatory missiles will abort larger and considerably more •:Still further down the road be this: if we choose to make 
would be sufficient for deter­ on launch, others will be shot accurate than the earlier is an even more revolutionary full use of the incredible .new 
rence. Of course, this is most down or malfunction on route, Model-Ts, so to speak, and development: the deterrent developments in technology, 
naive. To begin with, U.S. still others will miss their in­ about 7000 tactical nuclear force that hedges against the particularly in accuracy, we 
forces are designed on the tended targets, and so on. warheads (although they possibility that not even con­ may be able to restore 
assumption, in the main, that Naturally this adds many more naturally don't count for MAD ventional warheads will ex­ discriminateness to warfare, to 
they will be used only in to the assured-destruction re­ pu rposes, as I explained plode in a retaliatory attack, once again make war a ra­
retaliation ; therefore even quirement." earlier). Cruise missles are now for we must always keep • in tional instrument. of political 
after a surprise attack by the "By the early 1970's the just coming .into our inventory, mind that though conventional will. The day is not far off 
Soviet Union targeted on U.S. United States had a force of but by the end of this decade explosives have been with us when we will be able to equip 
nuclear forces we need a force some three thousand nuclear we will have about 8000 of for centuries, none have ever every missile with extraor­
that is still capable of deliver­ warheads, not counting, of them to add to our other been fired on intercontinental dinarily accurate navigation 
ing 300 warheads on Soviet course, those on aircraft car­ nuclear forces." missiles under wartime condi- and terminal guidance systems 
targets. Naturally, in making riers and European bases. Even "lt is these developments tions. Though seemingly· fan­ as well -as a variety of optical, 
these calculations it is at that point, with this minimal tha t have revived ·un- tastic today, such a force may auditory, and · olfactory sen­
necessary to once again adopt force, there were cries of sophisticated notions of well become a reality before sors · :_ people sniffers - first 
conservative estimates: that " overkill. " Critics made much technology run amok, of the turn of the century. And it developed by the United 
the Soviet strike would work of the fact that the U.S. weapons built as if for t~eir is here· that we see the true im­ States in the Vietnam War, but 
very well , and that large stockpile of strategic and tac­ own sweet sake rather than to portance of rejecting _!he now reoriented to seek out 
numbers of U.S. forces would tical warheads was equivalent protect our security, of forces nuclear freeze and continuing Russians · rather than -Viet­
be destroyed. To ensure that at in destructive power to over far beyond those necessary for our current program of rearma­ namese . Indeed , these 
least 300 would be left, it was 500,000 of the kind of mini­ MAD Purposes, no matter how ment, for it' is laying the basis weapons ,will l;ie so accurate 
necessary to have a force atomic bombs that were drop­ conservatively estimated. In- for several highly desirable op- · that we will be able , to in° 
many times that size. Second­ ped on Japan, that the U.S. deed, we do seem to have tions." dividually target particular 
ly, it must be remembered that submarine force alone could come a long way from the "The first of these options Ru·ssians, by name! Once this 
the U.S. does not have just one destroy every city in the Soviet original 300-warhead deterrent may be assured destruction capability is attained, the 
strategic nuclear force, but ,at Union with a population over force. But it is precisely · this _,without any explosions at all, United States will be able to 
least three, and some would 100,000, or · that- a single new technology, so deplored nuclear or convention·aI , With fight infinitely more selective, 
, say four; lanq-ba~ed intercon­ American B-52 carried more by our modem .twltJ~e~. or by a sufficient number of long limited wars · for limited PL{!· 
t i nen ta l ballistic missiles destructive power than all the well-meani rlrg "b1Jt naive 'range missiles, we call kill'25% poses, targeting our missiles 
{ICBMs.), S!,Jb"l1arine-launched weapons •used in all the wars, in backers of•-the-f'lucle,ir'freeze, of tl:ie Soviet population ;and only at key Soviet 'leaders!, and 
intercontinental ballist.ic human history, including the that -is opening up a, rich new destroy 50% of its industry sparing innocent lives 
missiles (SLBMs), and intercon­ two·atomic bombs dropped on menu of strategic options to through the sheer weight of fa//­ altogether. For example: sup­
tinental bombers. In addition, Japan. Why, !t was asked, did e·nhance ouc securitv." ing objects. The elegance of pose that in 1990 the Russians 
the U.S. has some fifteen air­ the U.S. need enough destruc­ "lo begin with, it is not real- this, of course, is its utter were to try a limited land-grab
craft carriers with one hundred tive power to kill every Russian ly true that · a force of even simplicity: we need not rely for in, say, Denmark. We respond 
or so nuclear fighter-bombers ten times over? This sort of sar­ 20,000 nuclear weapons .. is our safety on highly com­ with a show of resolve, smack­
aboard, and many thousands casm may be rhetorically ef­ necessarily sufficient to deter. plicated technology which ing Andropov or whoever right 
of shorter-range missiles and fective, and it is just this sort of We in the strategic community conceivable could fail in the in _the head with a ·non­
aircraft based in Western unsophisticated emotionalism have the responsibility of crunch, only on the time-te~ted explosive, long-range, ter­
Europe . Though these forces that underlies the current designing our forces on the law of gravity. We _in the Ad­ minally guided, individually­
are capable of delivering nuclear freeze movement . basis of worst-case assump- ministration have tentatively programmed, - fully ­
nuclear weapons on Soviet ter­ labeled this- ·option as "Sl­ maneuverable warhead, 
ritory, we prefer to think of ingshot Deterrence." Of capable of tracking him right" ... by 1990 or so, cruise miss/esthem as tactiEaf rather than course, the expense of the into the men's room (jf, the 
strategic, designed for fighting massive new build-up of long­ For ofmay cost as little as $50 Kremlin. those you 
a war in Europe rather than at­ range missiles necessary for Sl­ familiar with the current 
tacking the Soviet Union . each- 'Family Deterrence.' ingshot Deterrence would be strategic trends,' this is what is 
Therefore, we, at any rate, do considerable, but not as much meant ·by a 'decapitation op-
not cqunt them as part of our However, the notion of tions. Now it is a well-known as might first appear. Given tion'." · 
MAD forces . For MAD pur­ 'overkill' sorely misses the . principle of military science t~e cor:ivergence of a range of "It is for all of these reasons 
poses, we count only the point. The U.S. purpose, of . that one can never be sure that technologies,- cruise missiles that we must oppose the 
ICBMs, the SLBMs, and the course, is not to kill every Rus­ weapons will work unti'I they will inevitably become nuclear' freeze. Far from being
bombers, which together ,form sian ·ten ~im!'!& ,over; it is simply have been operationally tested smaller, lighter, and more ver­ excessive, ,far from embodying
the .''.Triad.:' ..Now, .· the key to ,kiri every.~ .ussian once, but in •t,he , field, • as it were. satile, and· will · soon benefit­ overkill ,' · the · current '• U~S­
point is that each component we must really make sure." Therefore, despite . our from the cost efficiences of nuclear force structure is 
of the Triad must be separately " Since the early 1970's, two thousands of successful test­ mass production. According to woefully .inadequate, the fruit 
capable of carrying out major technological firings of nuclear missiles, this SO(!le estimates, by ,m Qr so of yea.rs of unilateral disarma­
assured destruction . Once developments have made it is simply no substitute for the cruise missiles may cost as lit­ ment by the Carter Adrilinistra- · 
again, this is nothing but possible to vastly expand the real thing. Our current U.S. tle as $50 each, and could be tion." · 
sound, conservative, and pru­ American force : multiple build-up, then, is in part a fired ' from· an ordinary hand­ So ended my interview with 
dent analysis: there must be a independently-targeted reen­ hedge against the .contingency gun. (lndicentaUy, this, of the senior spokesman of the 
hedge against the possibility try vehicles (Mirvs), and cruise - CJnlikely to be sure, but one course,' is one of the many Reagan Administration. I came 
that the Soviets might develop missiles. Thanks to Mirv, we which prudence requires we reasons. wh¥ We in the Reagan away much enlightened, and I 
a technological breakthrough can put from thre1:1 to fifteen guard against - that nuclear Administration also oppose am passing his comments 
that would enable them to separately targeted hyd!ogen warheads may not wor_k under handgun control .) At this point; along as a public service. 
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Deployment of Cruise MissHes To Escai'ate Arm-s Race 
by Alan 8. Sherr 
Editor's note: The following ar-
ticle appeared in the February · 
1982 edition of LANAC, 
bl" hed by the L 
pAull,· · ,,, _.an'sce for NucJear Ar.:_swCyoenrs 
. •tro.I 
· 
Though publ-ic attention has
· th MX M" ·1 d 
focused on e 1ss1 e an 
the B-1 bomber in President 
Reagan's compreherisive plan 
. t 
for deveIoping our s rategic . 
nuc Iear forces, in the Iong run
· h · t·k t h 
ne1t er 1s I e Y to ave as 
great an·e ffect Qn our national 
security as his decision to
. . 
depIoy cruise m1ssi1es. . f 
For a variety o reasons, 
cruise missi Ies wiII substantial-
ly damage
· 
efforts to achieve 
effective nuc1ear-arms control, 
thus undermining rather than 
enhancing America's national 
security. · 
The United States plans to 
deploy more than 3,000 . air-
launched cruise missiles. both 
on B-52's · beg.inning in .1982 
and on B-1's in subsequen.t 
years; several hundred .. sea: 
launched cruise missiles on 
submarines beginning in 1984; 
and 464 ground-launched 
cruise missiles .in Europe begin-· 
ning in 1983. 
All three types of · cruise 
missiles are formidable 
weapons. They are sm,ill and 
mobile, self-guided in flight, 
and could be highly accurate. 
Ironically, some of these 
cruise missile make verific'a·_
. f 
tion ° ·the numbers and loca-
~ion~ of th~se weapons virtual: 
y _,mpo_ss,_~le_. Because the 
cruise missile is only about 20 
feet lon _g, c_an be easily hidden 
rom satellite surveillance and 
other existing "national 
h 
tee nical 111eans" by which 
each superpower successfully 
counts the other's missiles and 
launch silos, bombers, and sub-
marines. , , ,. 
·cruise misliles cbu· 11:1 be 
secreted .in internally' hiotl,·f,·e·d 
· commercial' aircraft', t_ 0 "r 1·n 
almost any -veh1"c!e, f·or exam-
pie an aircraft car.rier or a 
truck. A ,single wide-bod,.ed 
commercial 1· et could carry 
and launch several dozen. 
·Even though the Un,·ted 
Sta,_tes may n.ot plan _to deploy 
cruise missiles th1s' ·w- ·a·y, the 
mere potential for doing so ·,s 
destructive to arms control . 
There may be no practical 
way, once deployment has 
begun, to assure the Sov·,et 
Union that we w' on't create a 
secret cru · 1ss· force .1se-m· 11e 
When the Soviet Union 
responded by bu·11d· ·ts own1ng , 
cruise missiles, ' we would 
similarly be left in doubt. 
· Even assuming that hoth 
sides could be satisfied that 
cruise missiles would only be 
carried in specified types of 
vehicles, such as submarines, 
problems would remain. How 
cruise missiles by examining it 
from the outside, on-·site in-
spection would be necessary. 
The unJ?leasant alternative 
would be to count all sub-
. as car-marines cruise-missle 
r·e th · fl · h b
' rs, us m atmg t e num er 
of nuclear _weapons assumed 
and permitted · under any
future arms-control agree-
ment. 
If for no other reason, the 
enormous . cost . of weapons
h hsue as t e MX and the B-1 en-
h · · sure t at they will be seriously
d b de ate . In ccmtrast, the 
d · d Ia vert1se · ow · cost and 
strateg1c· advantages of cruise 
· ' ·1 · hmiss, es present t em as expe-
d · t I h1en a ternatives t us 
- 'creatingsuchanomaliesasag-
· · d
· gressive a yocacy, by pro-
ponents ' of nucIear-arms con-
tr I f ' · 11' ···d · I · ·0 , 0 cru1se-m1ss1 e ep oy-
ment on B·52s as an aIternative 
to· th. e B 1 - . The number of 
· · ·1 d t db hcruise m1ss1 es ep oye y t e 
superpowers ·1s thus l'k I e Iy to 
be pushed upward in coming 
years, and pro1·fI erat1on· .to 
oth t · · de more i e-er na ions ma I k 
Iv,. , 
a world in this century in which 
· cruise missiles with nuclear 
_ warheads abound on illl 
oceans and continents, in 
which no country is confident 
of their whereabouts and in"• 
' ' deed, in which there is no cer-
tain way of identifying which 
country has launched a cru,·se 
missile on its winding way to a 
target thousands of mil·es dis-
tant. . . ' -~ ,. 
Cruise missiles ' ltave been a 
s· 11 b1·ect ' 'of str_ategic nuclear 
"' arms talks, however, since the 
mid-1970's. ·why then are we 
· ' 'about to dep· toy weapons-that 
will ult_imately prove so ,. in-
imical to our national security? 
In large part, it is L'ecause of 
the des_ires of u military 
strategists and defense con-
tractors to take immediate ad-
~- · " " ' · ' vantage of our· temporary'. 
sup_eriority in cruise-missile 
technology . We are thus 
repeating the mistake made in 
the 1970's when we re1·ected 
the opportunity to ban MIRVs 
(multiple · independently 
targetable re-entry vehicles) 
because we had them and the 
It · t d"ff " I '1s no 1 1cu t to envision Soviet Union did ·not. Today, 
The Last ''Just'' War 
continued from page 5 military output. It did not 
World War II, h'as become our destroy the political will of the 
basic strategy for "defense." people. There is no good 
Examination shows that the evidence that destruction of 
could it be verified which sub- Allies were wrong about the Germany's cities significantly 
marines carried cruise missiles mili,tary necessity of oblitera- shortened the war. Terror born-
characteristics spell disaster ' and which did not? Because tion bombing. Terror ·destruc- l;>ing did kill more than 600,000 
for arms control. you might not be able to tell tion of working-class people in Germany and 
The s.ize and mobility of the whether a subfT!arine had neighborhoods did not reduce establish the principle of mass
.h. h cl f murder which may lead thee o· Par·ad,·l e t world to doomsday.~ 
' · ~ -SI. . .W I C 
_ . · · 
~Y David Allen Cass 
"Nuclear Freeze", the theme 
of a little ·side$how which took 
place in Washington about 
three weeks ago included, 
besides demonstrators and 
cou nterdemons'trators, a 
resolution to .freeze all nuclear 
arms. Ironically, if one were to 
impleme~t this. preposterous 
resolution, its ramifications 
would i'nclude that both sides 
keep the nuclear weapons that 
they have rather than, as Presi-
dent R~agan h~s proposed in 
his zero-zero plan, that both 
sides eliminate' thei,r weapons. 
People in the "nuclear freeze(' 
movement have ' deluded 
themselves into believing that 
a "freeze" resolution wou!,d 
somehow pi'bmote peaceful 
disarmament. 
·A<t· this point, the words of 
the resolution are immaterial. 
Proponents of the freeze want 
to ven.t their strong d~sire for a 
world without the risk of 
nuclear war. Why do many of 
the zealots within this move-
ment find it unfathomable to 
believe that all people share 
their desire-, but not their belief 
· 
gress in supporting and ' in-, 
itiating legislation concerning 
the freeze of nuclear weapQns,-
but also have been in t~e. 
-forefront of exposing "yellow 
rain"-Soviet and Soviet-backed 
use of bio-chemical weapons 
in Laos, Cambodia, and, 
Afghanista_n, The Soviet's in-
volvement with this chemical 
warfare is .a clear violation of 
the existing arms agreement. 
Some wonder •how ·Reps. 
Solarz and Leach, as well as 
those involved in the nuclear 
freeze movement, could 
-possibly believe that 
everything woold ,be fine if we 
just gave the Sovie~ a pro-
· posal for a freeze, in light of-. 
the Soviets past record of 
violating th~ treaties that -we 
sign with them . Our 
negotiators task in Geneva is 
- difficult enough · without Con-
gress trying to usurp ' their 
bargaining positions with 
meaningless resolutions. The 
real issue, which many in the 
freeze movement like to ig-
norebecauseitdivertstheirat-
tention · from chastising the 
United States, .is how are we 
· going to convince the Russians 
that the best way to reduce the_ to allow us to verify their com-
chance of ""clear war is to rail pliance with any treaty that we 
against (mpleas"1t realities sign with them. 
I , Herein lies the great difficul-
•!. 1 ty in except'ing durselves from 
ly veriflabie ·agreement, therer morlll ,, behavior 11..,,when the 
will never, •be any type --of · chips are down." Not only do 
-nuclear treaty. the circumstances later prove\1 
Among those who discuss.· not ' to have been emergencies · 
nuclear, w~apons seriously., a 
. new burst of talks concerning 
on-site inspection has recently 
been pr~posed. NaturaUy, the 
Soviets have refused on-site in-
spection talks. They cite_ as 
their rea~on the propehsity of 
the United States in sending 
CIA agents into their countries 
· under the guise of diplomats. 
Recently, the Soviets not only 
refused to .participate, in an in-
ternational treaty to ban 
chemical warfare but also to 
establish an international on-
' site inspection team to verify 
nuclear weapon testing. It 
seems· that seismic ~ndicators , 
show that the Soviets · have 
been testing we'apons, which' 
exceed the allowable me1aton-
nage· limitations as established 
in the 1974 and 1976 test- ban 
treaties. 
Since it is inevitable that 
Reagan's goal of the 'total 
elimination -of nuclear 
weapons in Europe will not be 
realized, due to the fact that 
the Soviets have refused ·.to 
negotiate on that position, 
R~agan must now come up 
with . some type of com-
and campalan for a .return t~ The pifficulties in ever get· . promise: He must also show 
paradise. Many thlnk '."that it ting any treaty on this subject the S~v1et~ that· the Weste~n 
Hitler could riot have 
brQught off an invasion of 
England in 1940 - but once an 
exception is made to decency, 
the indecency . becQmes 
habitual. 
. Our use of terror · bombing, 
rather than being suspended 
once the emergency I passed, 
actl~ally inG(eased. Some 85 
per cent of all -Allied bomb 
tonnage was dropped after 
January 1, 1944, when German 
defeat was obvious. The 
exeption -become-pol icy 
culminated in the unjusti'fiable 
destruction of Dresden, a 
refugee center, during a 
children's carnival; and of 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, at a 
time wh,en· a defeated · ag-
gressor was already petitioning 
for surrender. Walzer· con-
demns this continuation ofter-
ror bombing, once victory was 
assured, without recognizing 
inevitability. Noweapon,once 
introduced, ever has been 
withdra~n for moral reasons. 
When Churchill opted for 
area bo~bing in 19~, he wa~ 
n~t making a one_-t1me d~c1• 
s1on. Rather, ~e set mto motion. 
a proc~ss ~h1~h now returns to 
hau~t its ~ns.t1gators, . . 
would be wiser to do what we is ioing to be quite difficult, if countries 1f forced_ t~, w~ll - H1_tler defeated, S~ahn 1m-
can to ·deal with this world, not impossible, not because of _deploy nuclea~ m1ss1les in med1at.e~y r~placed him as the 
with the realltltes at,at we con- the way the United States ap- Europe at the end of _the ye~r. per~onificat1on of a threat 
front In the here and now: the proaches the negotiations, but Hopefully, the Russians ,w,11 which perpetuated the 
Sovlet Union Is a totalitarian becauseofthewaytheSoviets tJke us seriously, and "supreme emergency" men-
oppressive, c:losed ,mbitlous' approach them. They lie and negotiate praamatically. tality. Communism became 
militJry power. ' , record of cheet. From "yellow1rain" we Verification is the key. the objectified evil that 
brut.ility is not ~ et. know that they have the will Without a chanae In the justified any means necessary 
On the Hout« For.eian Af- n cynicism to cheat, and we whole complexion of Soviet ,tp .assure its ~~feat: "Be~,ri 
fai,.•• Oommttt• «eps. '·•·Ji\h •· :have learned; throuah our society, o_ne wonders If arms dead ,than r~. Aq::ordlnaly, 
Leach (R., Iowa) .nd Ste,en SALT I tre~ty. how hard It is to ~ntrol w,11 ever be a reality. we al~ a _nucl.ear ~~~I at 
Solarz (0., N.\'.) have not only detect and prove vlo~atlon . fd. no1«tM1lt.,.tioftlo#Sov1etlrNtr mlll~~ o! •QAOfent 'Ctvlhans. 
~ri In tM f~front fi)f C:o~: .• ,~l~t ~ ffl)9 ~f ~W•I- ~•tions hi.~ -~ beftl verified. "rQ<tay, m1ssll~ fl~r9iy1 a 
, ., .· 
Soviet MIRV technology. cori­
tributes substantially to the 
theor~tical vulnerability of our 
land-based intercontinental 
ballistic missiles. 
It is time to reassess our 
long-term interests . . If we 
deploy cruise missiles now, we 
will be tying the hands of our 
nuclear arms negotiators in the 
future; they will not be able to 
negotiate away, a' quai;itity thi\t 
the Soviet Unior, cannot 
measure. The Soviet Union will 
then deploy its own 'cruise 
missiles, thereby completing 
destructiof! of _thti ·_ underpinn­
ing of nuclear-arms-control 
agreements: the capacity for 
mutual vertification. 
The Soviet Union has not yet 
developed and tested cruise 
missiles, and the United States 
has lneither p;odu~ed 'them ln 
large numbers nor deployed 
them. Mutual verification of a 
ban on production and deploy­
ment is still possible. It is of 
the utmost importance th~t we 
do not allow this rapidly 
evaporating opportunity to 
pass. 
single Poseidon submarine, of 
which we have thirty, can 
make a Hiroshima of every ma­
jor population center in the 
Soviet Union. 
The immorality of exception 
has become the accepted 
policy of otherwise decent 
people. Officers who would 
never think of beating their 
wives calmly rehearse the an-
nihilation of entire cities. 
Human survival hangs by 
threads, 'tt\niiat"nect bye -acc\­
dent or malfunction, nev~r 
more than twenty minutes 
from obliteration: Q:hurchill 
did not misjudge the danger 
that Nazism represented to 
human decency. He did mis­
judge the danger of his own im­
moral response. Britain surviv­
ed . Simple decency and 
respect of life remain imperil-
ed. 
Pacifists believe that Hitler 
had to be qpposed, but in ways 
which preserve the fundamen­
tals of human dignity. The bat­
tie that' needed to be fought 
against Hitler was far less a 
political or military battle than 
a moral one directed frontally 
against his disregard for the 
sanctity of persons. Even Hitler 
recognized that "any attempt 
to combat a philosophy with 
methods 'Of Violence will· fail in 
the end, unless the fight takes 
the form of attack for a new· 
spiritual attitude" (Mein 
Kampf). Had not the cons­
cience of the West remained 
silent, Hilter's inhumanity to 
.the Jews and others could have 
been publicized, protested, 
and hampered by concerted 
efforts far less costly than the 
war which finally destroyed 
him. . · 
Nonviolent resisters, like 
soldiers, would have suffered 
gr_eatly and often would have 
failed, but their failure in the 
end Id have been less than that 
of the war itself. For all its 
costs ~ - its sixty million 
casualties - the war did not 
bring liberty to Eastern Europe, 
over which the conflict began; 
,did not achiev~ world peace; 
did not free us from militarism; 
did not brina decency Into the 
realm of interMtibnal relatlon-
ships. 
. . ~-;1"3 ,Q,... .. , . ...~ . 
A Special Ed·ition 
·Military Policy 
and 
Nuclear War 
EDITORIAL 
This issue is truly a collective.effort, representing many hours of research 
and commitm_ent to the cause of peace by several individuals. The articles 
speak for themselves, yet'some Introduction to them Is in order. 
The specter of nuclear war entered our national consciousness nearly 
four decades ago, and niost people liave come to believe that nuclear 
weapons are a necessary evil of the modern world. As the bulk of articles in 
' this issue demonstrate, we take exception to that view. 
The threat of .nuclear holocaust will hang over our lives only so long as 
we fail to exercise popular resistance to policymakers who have an in­
satiable hunger for these implements of destruction. Indeed, democratic 
initiative·s· against nuclear proliferation are beginning to gain momentum 
and, as the articles on page three demonstrate, this new movement has the 
military establishment very worried. 
We ask you to read the page three articles - those written in opposition 
to the proposed freeze - carefully and critically, and consider them in 
light of the remaining contents of the newspaper. Compare a// the articles 
in terms of documentation, historical foundation, and reasoned argument. 
Perhaps you'll find, as we djd, that our government has not always told 
us the truth. Moreover, yo1.1 might discover that the real issue boils down to 
this: "Can we trust the Russians?" 
The military-minded seem to take It on faith that we cannot. They expect 
you to share their conclusion that a freeze would endanger our national · 
security, yet they offer no evidence which supports their belief that the 
Soviet Union cannot be trusted to _observe arms control and disarmament 
initiatives. 
They argue that .the Soviet Union is a closed society, ruri by a repressive 
regime, and therefore cannot be relied upon or taken on its word. Yet we 
can count among our more trusted allies some of the mpst brutal govern­
meJltS on this planet - South Africa, The Philippines, Guatemala and 
Paraguay, just to name a few. 
Supporters of our present military buildup will also argue that the 
Soviets, through their foreign policy, ha'(e shown they have expansionist 
designs which m'ust be contained. Yet In the post-World War 11 era our own 
foreign policy has been far more Interventionist, ranging from direct 
military involvement in Guatemala, Vietnam, and the Dominican Republic 
to covert operations such as that which supported the overthrow of a freely 
elected government in Chile by a sadistic and violent military junta. 
Nevertheless our leaders are prepiired to have us travel the road to Ar­
mageddon, all on account of the Soviet threat. But consider the following: 
the Soviet Union has yet to violate any of its military treaties with the 
United States; the Russians have ratified and observed SALT II despite our 
own failure to approve it; the U.S . ha~ the satellite potential to read license 
plates on cars In Moscow, making it very difficult for the Soviets to do 
much of anything without our knowledge; and we remain the only nation in 
the world to have waged nuclear war or to have threatened the use of ther­
monuclear devices. 
Moreover, our President has lied to us about the strategic balance (See 
Rep. Downey's statement on page one.); this alone should give rise to grave 
concerns about the true motivations of those currently in power. 
Perhaps the arms race does boil down to a matter of trust: how much 
longer can we entrust our futures and our safety to mad people who choose 
to divert our national wealth to the creation of tools of mass destruction all 
in ,he name ot' defeating an enemy made up of mothers and fathers no 
more desirous of sacrificing their children and their planet on the altar of 
socio-economic principle than we are? 
Some would call me- "soft on communism," but personally, I cannot . 
understand the use of nuclear weapons to defeat any enemy - even the 
m~t sinister - for only while there is life can there be hope for li_bera.tlon. 
Earl R. Pfeffer 
Editor-in-Chief 
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